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Abstract

Title of Dissertation: A Search for First Generation Scalar Leptoquarks

at v/] = 1.S TeV with the DQ Detector

Douglas Milton Norman, Doctor of Philosophy, 1993

Dissertation directed by: Nick Hadley, Associate Professor,

Department of Physics

A search for first generation scalar leptoquarks was done at the DO de-

tector at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory from 15 pb -I of data taken

during the 1992-1993 co]lider run. At Fermilab's p_ coUider with a center-

of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV, leptoquarks are produced mostly by the strong

force in pairs. Leptoquarks carry fractional charge, color, and also lepton and

baryon quantum numbers. First generation leptoquarks couple exclusively

to the electron, electron neutrino, and the u and d quarks; such a lepto-

quark would decay into, for example, an electron plus a quark. Signatures

for leptoquarks at pp coUiders that have been investigated at DO are two

electrons plus two jets and one electron plus missing energy (from an electron

neutrino) plus two jets.



The dominant backgrounds for these channels are Z° plus two jet and Drell

Yan "y"plus two jet events for the two electron leptoquark signal and W plus

two jet events for the electron plus missing energy leptoquark signal. After

eliminating these and other smaller backgrounds from the data samples, no

leptoquark signal was observed. A lower limit on the mass of a first generation

leptoquark was determined to be 139 GeV/c 2 for the 100% branching of the

leptoquark into electron plus quark and 129 GeV/c 2 for the 50% branching

into electron plus quark.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Establishing symmetries plays a major part in the modeling of the physical

universe. Symmetries can be seen in biological systems such as the patterns

in flowers or the double helix structure of the DNA molecule. The structure

of crystals of ionic compounds also exhibit many types of symmetry. There

seems to be explicit symmetries on many of the size scales of matter; this is

apparent on the scale of elementary particles. These particles can be classified

as in table 1.1. The electron and the lightest two quarks, u and d, of the first

family of fermions make up normal matter with small contributions from the

Table 1.1: St_dard Model elementary psxticles

Fermion: Spin = 1/2
Leptons e, ve _ ,v_ _ ,v,
Quarks u,d s,c b, t

Boson: Spin= 0,1 ......

Spin=0 H °

S_n=_ z0,_1 w_ [g',i=1,8



other quarks only in the form of virtu_l qq pairs. These higher mass quarks

s, c, b, and t are found as single valence partons in unstable hadronic matter

such as mesons or heavy baryons produced in high energy interactions. The

heavier leptons are _lso produced directly in high energy interactions or the

subsequent decay of heavy baryons or mesons. The spin 1 bosons mediate the

forces between the fermions. The neutral (AQ=0) current interactions are

mediated by the Z ° and "y(photon); the Z° mediates wea_ interactions, and

the "rmediates electromagnetic interactions. The W _: mediate the charged

weak current interactions. And the eight 8hons, g', mediate the strong or

'color' 1 force between the quarks, which have 'color' charges. This color force

binds three quarks of different colors inside colorless baryons like protons or

neutrons. It also binds one quark Lnd one sntiquark of a given color and

anti-color respectively inside of colorhss mesons. A colorless particle does

not experience the strong force; however, the nuclear binding force between

protons and neutrons, for ex_xnple, can be considered a type of Van der

Waals derivative of the strong force. Of the particles in table 1.1 the H°, the

t quark, and the tsu neutrino have not yet been observed directly. Only the

particles in table 1.1 and their charge conjugates are present in the Standard

Model.

1Coloris s designationforthe book keepingof a quantumnumbersad hu nothing to
do with spectralcolor.



The Standard Model (SM) [1] is b_ed on the symmetry group

SU(2)_U(1)_SU(3). Each subgroup is associated with a quantum num-

or ofthatgroup.SU(2)'g,nr to om-

ponents of the isospin 'charge' (I), which in the fundamental representation

of the SU(2) group can be represented by the Pauli matrices. The good or

conserved quantum numbers are I --- 1/2 and Is = :I=i/2. These SU(2) gen-

erators basically map one Is state into the other or itself. The generator of

the U(1) group is called the hypercharge (Y) which is a conserved quantum

number since Y only produces a shift in the phase of the state function,

---, e_Y"_. The electric charge (Q) is equal I3 _- Y which is therefore con-

served. The SU(2)@U(1) part of the SM describes the interactions between

particles with electric and/or weak charges. The SU(3) group describes the

strong interactions among colored particles such as quarks and is usually

termed as SU(3)color. Quarks are assigned one of three colors, hence the use

of the SU(3) group. One convention is red, green, and blue. A combination

of one each of the three colors is colorless as in the proton. There ere eight

generators in the fundamental representation of this group, and the genera-

tors can be represented by what are known as the Gell-Mann matrices, which

map one color state into another color state or into the same state. Each of

the generators of the SU(Z)_}U(1)@SU(3) symmetry represent a mediating

_particle' which mediates the forces between the state functions representing

fermion matter particles. Each of the mediating 'particles' is represented by



a massless spin = 1 field. These massless fields in the SU(2)_U(1) sector

of the SM do not represent the physical particles which mediate the forces

in this subgroup; not All of the physical particles are massless. To generate

the physical fields, a mechanism known as spontaneous symmetry breaking

is invoked.

The scalar boson H° in table 1.1 is the Higgs boson, and it is responsible

for the symmetry breaking of the SU(2)®U(1) part of the SM. This symmetry

breaking starts with the introduction of a massless scalar particle _b.This field

is introduced with a kinematic interaction term and a symmetric potential

term which are added to the the $UI2)×U(1) part of the $M interaction

Lagrsagisn. The parameters of the potential are then selected so that the

potential's symmetry is 'broken'. The scalar field _bthen acquires a non-zero

vacuum expectation value. This symmetry breaking generates the masses of

the spin = 1 bosons with the exception of the _luons through the coupling

of the scalar _bto these spin - 1 bosons in the kinematic interaction term

of the scalar _b, and it generates the the masses of the fermions through

Yukswa couplings between the fermions and the massless scalar _b,which after

symmetry breaking acquires the Hi_s mass. The masses of the fermions and

bosons are not explicitly determined in the theory of the SM since they are

expressed in terms of the unknown vacuum expectation vLIue of the broken

Hius field sad the unknown Yukswa sad gauge coupUng strengths; only the



mechanism for their generation is provided. The unknown parameters need

to be provided by experimental data. •

In the nomenclature of elementary particles described in table 1.1, there

seems to be a symmetry between the leptonic sector and the quark sector. In

the SM if one applies a symmetry group such as SU(2)®U(1) to the mem-

bers of the quark sector, the same symmetry group can be applied to the

leptonic sector because, in a 8iven family, the number of quark species is

equal to the number of lepton species. This symmetry leads, for example,

to the cancellation of anomalies such as triangular anomalies found in chi-

raJ theories. This implies that there may exist some coupling between the

leptons and quarks, and there may exist a mediating particle that couples

particles from one sector to the other. This thesis describes a search for a

first generation leptoquark, as these particles have been cal]ed, that couple

to electrons, electron neutrinos, and u and d quarks.

1.1 Theory

Leptoquarks are found in many models beyond the SM. They appear as

bound states of leptons and quarks in some models based on the SU(4) sym-

metry group [2]. They also appear in SU(5) symmetry based models, in

supersymmetry, GUTs, technicolor, and superstring models as hybrid par-

ticles [3] [4] [5]. Leptoquarks have a variety of model dependent quantum

numbers. Some of these numbers include spin = 0, 1, or 2, electric charge =



4 1 2 5
_, _, 3, or ], isospin = 0, ½,or I, lepton number _=I, and baron number

i In what follows only the spin = 0 case will be presented; this is the+].

simplest case and is most common in the literature.

1.1.1 The Leptoquark Coupling and Single Produc-

tion

The production of single scalar leptoquarks in hadron-hadron col]]ders occurs

through the reaction depicted in figure 1.1. The leptoquark-lepton-quark

vertex has the general form show in equation 1.1 with the unknown couplings

A_i and A_J. The indices i, j represent the generations of quarks and leptons.

Z:= i_(A_j+ A27s)q_S+ H.C. (1.1)

With(g'J)_=I_?l_+I_'__I_,th__o.pUn_c,_b,,_,atotheel,ctrom_-

neticcouplini_e ,ie.(g_)2/4_r= ]ca. Limitson thevalueofthiscoupllng

have been determined. By calculating the 5% deviation in the e+e - --, q_

predicted total cross section and forward - backward uymmetry due to the

contribution of a t channel exchange of a leptoquark, the authors of refer-

ence [6] give a constraint on the value of the mass of the leptoquark as a

function of the parameter k. For a value of k equal one, leptoquarks are

ruled out for masses less than about 300 GeV/c 2. For a value of k equal 0.5,



J

S//
7

/

.... --q C

Figure 1.1: Single leptoquark production in p_ collision

leptoquarks are ruled out for masses less than about 200 GeV/c 2. Lepto-

quark masses less than 50 GeV/c 2 can be ruled out if one assumes a value

of k of 0.045. In order for leptoquarks to be detected at DO with optimal

efficiency, the leptoquarks need to decay before they travel about 1 mm after

they are produced. This translates to a lower bound on k of about 10-12 for

detection at DO.

The existence of leptoquarks that couple unconstrained to any lepton-

quark pair would produce flavor changing neutral currents such as Ir° -, _± e_:,

and give large contributions to decays such as K ± _ ev, _r_ --, ev, and

K + --, _r+v_. This would then require severe constraints on the leptoquark

mass. To relax this mass constraint, the coupling can be constrained as



follows. Consider the decay represented in figure 1.2. Equation 1.1 can be

rewritten in the Dirac-Panli representation.

"-- [R,L ,_2 _I qR,LS + b.c. (1.2)

[R,L = /(I_=75)

qR,L = (1"4-_'5)q

Here the E>>m limit is assumed. If the incoming quark and the outgoing

lepton axe of the same helicity state, then £ for that vertex is zero. Taking

the case of figure 1.2, the uR - S - vL vertex hu an a_nplitude of

and the dR - S - e_ vertex has the amplitude

Therefore, to suppress such decays the leptoquaxk couplings can be restricted

to clfira] couplings, i.e. ,_i -- _2 or AI - -,_2. In addition to this restriction,

generation mixing cam be forbidden, i--j for ,_'J, and a given leptoqu_rk can

be restricted to couple to only one generation.



uR k_ _L

I
H +' T S+2/s

I

dR

Figure 1.2: Decay of 7r+ --, e+v

1.1.2 Pair Production

Pair production of leptoquarks in p_ colliders occurs through the interactions

depicted in figure 1.3. The quark and g]uon fusion processes do not depend

on the unknown coupling of the leptoquark; however, the lepton exchange

process does. Provided that the coupling is small, single leptoquark produc-

tion and pair production via lepton t-channel exchange can be ignored. This

is the case for leptoquark masses up to about 200 GeV/c 2, which is roughly

the upper limit for discovery at the Fermilab Tevatron with center of mo-

mentum energy of 1800 GeV, within the next five years before Fermilab's

main injector comes on-line, which will boost the instantaneous luminosity.

Therefore, for the purposes of calculating the cross section for leptoquark

production, only gluon and quark fusion processes will be considered.

9



Figure 1.3: Pair production of leptoquarks in p_ collisions

The pair production of all sca/ar color triplet particles in p_ col/isions

are similar. The gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihilation processes of

figure 1.3 are the same for squark-_ntisquark pair production. In addition

to these processes for squark production, however, is the possibility of gluino

exchange as seen in figure 1.4.

The production cross section for supersymmetric squarks have been cs]-

culated [7] [8]. Rewriting the formula in reference [8], the contributions to

the cross section are as follows. For gluon fusion the cross section is

° I I l]3& 8"_ 4_ ¢+ 4+ _2 1-¢- --In (1.5)
8

= 1 - 4-=-.
8

10



q q
___ 41.

;q "_,

Figure 1.4: Gluino t-channel exchange in the p_ir production of squarks

Here m is the mus of the squark mLndF is the number of squark flavors.

The quark scattering contribution to the cross section where the quark and

_tiquark are of the same flavor is

4 o[i 1
( F-5 4__ 2 2_+

When the quark and antiqu_rk are of difl'erent/]avors the contribution is

&3 41ra] 1 + ¢) -
- 3-T 1- _ 1-¢)-_ +¢ _¥6 ,-2 " C_.71

11



._/_ in equations 1.6 and 1.7 is the gluino mass. The formula found in refer-

ence [7] are the same or very similar. If the mass of the gluino is set to a large

enough wlue, the g]uino t-channel exchange contribution to the above cross

sections is suppressed, and the squark pair production cross section with F= 1

is equal to twice the leptoquark pair production cross section. The factor of

two m'ises from the left-right handed squark mass degeneracy assumed in the

above cross sections.

The above cross sections can be folded with the proton structure functions

using the following equation2[9]:

fof *d'.a,b Zo

+(A _ B;.:_ b)] _'(_) (1.8)

Y" -" _aZb

,8 _ ZaZb8 -" '/'8

where Zoand zb are the Feynman x's, a = zoA and b = zbB. A, B indicate the

proton or _ntiproton and their 4-momentum, and a and b are the associated

2The color-averssin 8 factor found in reference [9] is not included in equation 1.8 since

the above cross sections havebeen sverqed over initialand finalstate colors.

12



patron's 4-momentum. The center of mass energy of the p_ system is V_.

Hence, the total cross section can be written

o" - d'r --[f"(z,3)f"('r/z,3)]M'(3) (1.9)
n=l Z

fl(z,3)fl(y,3) = g(z,_)g(y,_) (1.10)

f2(z,3)f_(y,3) = u(z,3)_(_,3) + d(z,3)d(F,3) +

2,t(,, 3),t(3/, 3)+ 2,ea(z,3),e_(_,3) (1.11)

f3Cz,3)f3(_,3 ) = u(z,3)dCl/,3)+ d(z,3)uC,j,3) +

+

2,eQ(z,3),t(_,3) + 2,t(,, 3)sea(3/,3) +

2,e,(z, 3) ,e,(l/, 3) (1.12)

Here g(z,3), u(z,3), d(z,3), ,t(z,3), and ,e,(z,3) are respectively the

gluon, up, down, strange, and sea, Q2-dependent, distributions for the pro-

ton. ae_(z, 3) is equal the sea distribution of u, and d; sea - U,ea = d,ea.

u(z,3) and d(z,3) are actually the sum of valence and sea distributions.

Equation 1.9 was numerically integrated using the EHLQ set one struc-

ture functions [I0]. For _/_ = 1800 GeV _nd F = 2, the total cross section

plotted &ga_nstthe gluino mass for several v_ues of the squark mass is given

13



Figure 1.5: Squark pair production cross section vs mass of _uJno, mass of
squark=50 OeV/c 2

in fi_tres 1.5 - 1.11. The horizont_l dot-dashed line is the gluon fusion con-

tribution to the total cross section which is represented by the solid line.

The dotted line is the contribution from quark-a_tiquark scattering (_nihi-

lation) where the quarks are of the same flavor, _d the dashed Une represents

scattering of quarks of different flavors. The asterisk are the cross sections

c_Icul&ted by ISAJET [11], which is a Monte Carlo physics generator; see

the section on Monte Carlo in chapter 5. The structure functions used in

ISAJET were EHLQ set one. These ISAJET wlues have _ uncertainty of

about seven percent.

It cs_ be seen from figures 1.5-1.11 that at the lower values of squark

(]eptoquark) mass, the major contributor to the tots] pair production is gluon
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Figure 1.6: Squ_k pair production cross section vs mass of gluino, mass of
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Figure 1.7: SquLrk pair production cross section vs mass of gluino, mass of
squ_rk=90 GeV/c 2
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Figure 1.9: Squsrk pair production cross section vs mass of gluino, m_ss of
squark- 120 GeV/c 2
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fusion. Gluon fusion becomes the minor contributor compared to quark-

antiquark annihilation at larger vLlues of the squark mass. It is also apparent

that the contribution from the scattering of two quarks of diiTerent flavors

becomes insignificant st large Sluino muses; this process occurs on/y through

the exchange of a g]uino. The cross section is reasonably constant above a

gluino mus of 2000 GeV/c 2. The ISAJET calculated cross section agrees

we]] with the calcu/ation described above with a < 15% difference in theQ

v_ues.

The cross sections were also calcu]Lted using more recent and better next

to leading order structure functions calculated with the Next Leading Log

(NLL) method. The normaliled cross section verses squark mus for the

Morfin and Tung set one (MTS1), Gl_ck et a/(GRVH0), and Kwiecinski el

a/(KMRSB0) structure functions is given in figure 1.12. Calculations with

the Eichten el a/sets one and two (EHLQ1 Lnd EHLQ2) and the Duke and

Owen set one (DO1) structure functions are also plotted Ls representatives

of leading order calcu]Ltions. All of the cross sections in figure 1.12 were

normalized to the cross section ca)cuILted with the EHLQ set one structure

functions. At the lower leptoqu_k muses, considering the next leading order

calculations, the uncertainty in the cross section due the uncertainty in the

structure functions is Lround 20%. The uncertainty decresLes to about 5%

at the higher muses.
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1.2 Leptoquark Signatures

Since leptoquarks are produced predominantly in pairs at pp colliders, there

are three distinct signals that can be looked for in s search for a first genera-

tion leptoquark. A first generation leptoquark ss discussed above is restricted

to couple to electrons, electron neutrinos, and the u and d quarks. Therefore,

the expected signal for pair produced leptoquarks would be two electrons plus

two jets, one electron plus missing transverse energy (_T) plus two jets, or

ET plus two jets. The electrons, jets, and ET should all be generally isolated

from each other. The major background contribution to the two electron

plus two jet leptoquark signal is Z° plus two jet events. The dominant back-

ground for the electron plus ET plus two jet leptoquark signal is W plus two

jet events. The backgrounds to the ET plus two jets are numerous and very

hard to eliminate. This last signal wiU not be considered in this analysis.

The percentage of leptoquark events that might be seen with the various

signatures depends on the brsaching ratio of the leptoquffirk into charged lep-

tons. The branching ratio of the first generation leptoquark into the electron

plus jet is another unknown in addition to the mus. In the absence of any

leptoquark signal an excluded region in the "Branching Ratio" vs "MMs"

space can be established.
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1.3 Experimental Limits So Far

The UA2 collaboration has seLrched for leptoquarks in data taken during the

1988/1989 and 1990 running periods [12]. The data corresponds to 13 pb -1

it & center of mass energy V_ = 620 GeV. UA2 mslysed the data for two

signaJ channels. One channel is the two electron plus two jet channel, _ud

the other is the one electron plus two jets plus ET chmnel. UA2 reported

at a 95% CL a lower limit on the mass of a first generation leptoquark of 67

GeV/c 2 tsking together both signal chsanels. This limit was determined for

an assumed branching ratio of 50% for leptoquark going to charged lepton

plus quark. This mass limit increased to 74 GeV/c 2 for s branching ritio of

lOO%.

Leptoquarks h&ve also been searched for through the decay of Z°. Searches

were conducted by the OPAL, DELPHI, ALEPH and L3 collsborstionJs at

LEP [13], [14], [15], [16]. L3 reported a lower mass limit from 41 to 44 GeV/c 2,

depending on the charge of the leptoquarks sad decay channel, based on s_

integrsted luminosity of 5.2 pb -1. The L3 coUsboration searched for lep-

toquarks through the channels e+e- _ e+e-X, #+#-X, I"+_'-X, vpX. The

OPAL collaborstion made a search through the same channels plus the mixed

lepton channels e+e - ---,evX, #vX, rvX. OPAL reported a lower mass limit

from 41.4 to 46.4 GeV/c 2 bued on an integrated luminosity of 6.3 pb-1.
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DELPHI reported mass limits for first stud second generation scalar lepto-

quarks of about 43 GeV/c 2 from the two electron or two muon channels.

ALEPH reports a similar result for both first and second generation of 44

GeV/c 2. All data samples from L3, ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL were for

88.2,-- v_ ___94.2 GeV.

One of the highest limits reported so far is by the CDF collaboration [17].

They assumed a small leptoquark coupling; hence, they looked for signatures

of strongly produced ps_rs of leptoquarks. For a branching ratio of 100% into

electron plus quark, the CDF collaboration reports a 95% CL upper limit of

113 GeV/c 2 for a first generation leptoquark and for 50% branching ratio

they have a limit of 82 GeV/c 2.

Electron-proton machines have an advantage in the leptoquark search in

that leptoquarks are produced in an s-channel resonance and hence have _n

enhanced cross section. However such cross sections are completely depen-

dent on the unknown leptoquark coupling. The Zeus collaboration at Hera

reports a 95% CL limit for a first generation leptoquark with left-handed cou-

piing of 160 GeV/c 2 and 176 GeV/c 2 for a leptoquark with right-handed cou-

piing. A leptoquark coupling approximately equal to C_emwas assumed [18].

The H1 collaboration [19] has searched for many scalar leptoquarks of various

multiplet assignments. Depending on these assignments, H1 obtained 95%

CL mass Limits ranging from 145 to 192 GeV/c 2 for a leptoquark coupling

equal to the electromagnetic coupling.
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Chapter 2

The DO Detector

In order to search for leptoquarks, one needs &good detector. This present

search for leptoquarks involves the DO detector. The DO detector is one of

two large detectors for pp collisions st Fermi National L&borstory (Fermi-

lab). Fermihb is located 30 miles west of Chicago. The Fermilab accelerator

is a pp collider with a center of mus energy of 1.8 TeV where both proton

and satiproton beams are accelerated to 900 GeV. It consists of five dii_erent

accelerators. First in line is the Crockoft-Waiton generator which accelerates

with a dc voltage H- ions to 750 keV. Next is the Linac which accelerates

particles in a straight line using RF cavities. The Linsc accelerates the ions

to 2 x 10_ keV. The ions are then stripped of their two electrons sad in-

jected into a synchrotron of radius 250 feet called the Booster. Here the

protons are accelerated to a energy of 8 GeV. The protons are subsequently

injected into the Main Ring which is a synchrotron of radius two kilometers.
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In the Main King the protons are accelerated to 150 GeV. Finally the pro-

tons are injected into the Tevatron which is located under the Main King.

The TevLtron uses superconducting magnets; whereas, the Main King uses

conventional magnets. The protons are accelerated in the Tevstron to about

1 TeV. The antiprotons are produced when 120 GeV protons from the Main

King are directed st a production target. The antiprotons produced from this

interaction are collected in a Debuncher ring and are stochasticly cooled [20].

The cooled antiprotons are transferred to an Accumulator ring which runs

just inside the Debuncher. The collection of sntiprotons can last for many

hours. Once enough antiprotons are collected, they are injected at 8 GeV

along with the protons into the Main King where they are accelerated to 150

GeV and so on. The production of antiprotons can be and is generally done

during the time when protons and antiprotons are being collided and data is

being taken.

DO has many distinguishing features. First, DO has no central magnetic

field for electron or charged hadron momentum measurements allowing for a

more hermetic calorimeter due to _he lack of field return yokes and a more

compact central tracking system. The DO calorimeter is finely segmented

and is uniform throughou_ its entire volume. DO has very good angular

coverage for the detection and measurement of muons. DO's large angular

coverage will help in the search for new physics. One last feature of DO is

the Main King which goes through DO. This presents a special challenge for
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DO because dead time must be inserted into the trigger during those parts

of the Main Ring Cycle for the production of antiprotons when losses are

high or main ring particles are pusing through the detector. This issue is

discussed more fully in chapter 4.

The DO detector, figure 2.1, consists of several detector systems com-

bined to create an almost complete coverage around the interaction point.

Starting from the interaction point and working outward radially, there is

a vertex detector, a transition radiation detector, a central tracking detec-

tor in the central region with forward tracking detectors in the forward and

backward regions, a liquid Argon-Uranium calorimeter that is divided into

three cryostat sections, and finally a muon detection system. In addition to

these systems, there are scintillators on top of the DO detector which helps

to reject cosmic muons, and there are hodoscope detectors on each end of

the detector near the beam pipe which supply a minimum bias trigger.

The coordinate system that will be referred to throughout this document

is described ss follows. The direction of the beam pipe is the direction of the

line shown in figure 2.1 that goes through the center of the three calorimeters.

This is the direction of the proton and antiproton in the accelerator and will

be referred to ss the z coordinate of the detector. The positive z axis points in

the direction of the protons. The angle of rotation about this z direction is the

uimuthal or _ coordinate. The angle meuured from the positive z direction

is the polar or 0 coordinate. This 0 coordinate is more often expressed ss the
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pseudo-rapidity, V?;v?= -ln(tan(Sl2)). So, for 0 -- 0° (180°) V?= oc (-cx_),

and for 0 = 90° V?= 0.0.

2.1 Vertex Detector

The DO Vertex Detector [21] was designed to provide precise track measure-

ments for the determination of secondary vertices and also provide a veto for

photons which convert in the Transition Radiation Detector. It consists of

three nested l&yers of drift chambers which are divided into azimuthal (q_)

sectors of uniform feld. The first layer is divided into 16 azimuthal sectors,

and the second and third layers are divided into 32 sectors. Each sector

is outlined by cathode wires, fine field wires, and course field pads as seen

in figure 2.2. At the center of each of these sectors are eight sense wires

separated radially by 4.57 cm and running paraLlel, with all the other wires

of the vertex detector, to the beam pipe. These sense wires are staggered

by 0.I mm to help resolve ambiguities about which side of the sense wires

the particle track was on. On each side of the sense wires are grid wires at

ground separating the uniform drift region from the gas amplification region

near the sense wires. The gas used in the vertex chambers is a mixture of

COs (95%) and ethane (5%) at atmospheric pressure. The coverage of the

vertex chambers in v?is Iv?1< 2.3 [22].

The chambers were tested at the 1990 Fixed target run at Fermilab in

the Neutrino-west beamline. The summary of the results from reference [21]
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Figure 2.2: The DO Vertex Detector

is u follows. The drift velocity wss found to be _ = v0 + a(i E I -I _ [)

where _o = 9.74 ± 0.02/zm/nsec, a = 8.68 ± 0.07/zm/nsec/kV/cm, and

[El = 1.25 kV/cm. Using s field setting, [ E I, of 1 kV/cm s spscisl

resolution of 60/zm or better was schieved for drift dista-ces larger than 2

mm. Also the efficiency of finding s pair of trscks thst are separsted by st

leut 0.63 mm wss 90%.

2.2 Transition Radiation Detector

A neutrsl pion can decsy to z pldr of photons which can shower electromsg-

netical]y in the calorimeter. This pion can mimic a, electron if there is a

trsck in the tr_cking chmnbers from s low energy chsrsed particle pointing
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to the cluster of energy in the calorimeter produced by the neutral pion. A

method of distinguishing these pions is needed when the neutral pion and

its associated charged particle are close enough together so that the track

for the charged particle satisfies the proximity requirement for an electron's

calorimeter energy cluster and track. The Transition Radiation Detector

(TRD) was included into the DO detector to reject such neutral pions.

As predicted by Ginzburg and Frank [23] soft x-r&ytransition radiation is

produced by charged high energy particles traversing the boundary between

two materials of different dielectric constants. This rsdiltion is emitted into

a cone about the axis of the trajectory of the particle, and the cone h&s an

ansle on the order of I/_,, _ = E/M. The total energy radiated is propor-

tional to "y; therefore, this transition radiation can be used to distinguish

between electrons and pions. AI that is needed is to increase the yield of

soft x-ray photons by using several alternating layers of two materials of dif-

ferent dielectric constant and provide for s means to convert the photons into

electric charge and then collect that charge. One can see then that an elec-

iron would produce a larger collected charge since the amount of transition

radiation produced is inversely proportional to the mass.

The TRD that is used st DO is described briefly ss follows [23] [24].

The TRD consists, as in the Vertex Detector, of three nested detectors.

Each cylindrical layer consists of two chambers; see figure 2.3. The first,

inner chamber, is the radiator. It consists of 400 layers of polypropylene
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Fi_Ize 2.3: The DO TIID

of 18 pm thickness. Each layer is separated by 150 #m gaps. The gaps

are filled with helium at atmospheric pressure. The outer chamber is the

photon detector which is a time-expa=sion drift chamber with a 15 mm radial

drift space. Each of the photon detectors hu 256 readout channels in a

projective geometry. The gu used in the drift chambers is a mixture of Xe,

for conversion of x-rays to electrons, and methane (C H4) as a quencher. The

two chambers are separated by two mylar windows which are separated by

a 2 nun gap. This Sap is flushed with nitrosen Sas. Test of the DO TIID

give a pion rejection factor of about 50. These results were for an electron

efficiency of 90%. The TRD sires a coverase in _ of I_ t< 1.6 122].
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2.3 Tracking

Tracking for the DO detector, in addition to the Vertex Detector, is handled

by a outer Central Drift Chamber (CDC), which surrounds the TRD, and

two sets of Forward/Backward Drift Chambers (FDC). The CDC covers a 17

rsage of about [7 [< 1.2. The FDC covers a range of about 1.4 <1 r/I< 3.1

[22]. The drift chambers were designed for good spatitl resolution and good

two hit resolution. They were tlso designed for $o0d dE/dx meuurements

to distinguish between singly sad doubly ionized tracks. This is necessary in

order to discriminate against photon conversions, particularly in the region

of the detector outside the acceptaace of the TRD end Vertex Chambers.

2.3.1 Central Tracking

The CDC [25] consists of four cyllndrics] layers each one divided in _binto

thirty-two cells. Each cell cont_dns seven sense wires, staggered by 0.2 ram,

running parallel to the beam pipe sad two delay lines which &re embedded

in the outer and inner wa/ls of each layer next to the sense wires. There are

s/so gnard wires at ground in abo_ _.the same configuration u in the Vertex

Chambers. The field shaping electrodes are embedded in the walls of the

chambers. The delay lines give a meuurement of the z coordinate of the

track.
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Tests with cosmic rays sad the 1990 Fermilab fixed target test beam were

performed on the CDC. A summary of the test results [26] is as follows. The

8u used in the CDC was a mixture of 93% Argon, 4% Methane, and 3% CO2.

With a drift field of about 650 V/cm, the drift velocity wu determined to

be about 37 pm/ns. The maximum drift distance is 7 cm with a sense wire

resolution less than 230/zm for the five inner sense wires and less than 330

#m for the two outer sense wires, which are closest to the chamber walls.

The two track efficiency was found to be 50% for tracks that were separated

in time by 45 ns or 1.7 mm in distance sad 90% for tracks separated by

65 ns or 2.5 ram. Measurements of dE/dx 8ave a 95 + 13 rejection factor

for simulated I double MIP 2 tracks. Here a cut of 1.3 MIP was used on a

70% truncated mean, which is the mean of the 70% lowest sense wire charge

measurements. These cuts give a 95% efficiency for a single MIP track.

]Two sinsly ionisedtrackswere overlaidto minn¢a doublyionisedtrack.
2A MIPrefersto • particleor theenergydepositedby that particleviaionisation. The

pLrticlehas• particulsrcombinationof speciessad energysuchthat it minim-fly ionises
the detectormaterisd.
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2.3.2 Forward Tracking

The forward/backward tracking [25] is achieved by two sets of three drift

chamber,. The,e chambers are of two types as shown in figure 2,4. Two of

the three chambers are designed to measure the 0 coordinate and are rotated

45o with respect to one another. The third chamber is sandwiched between

the two Theta chambers and is designed to measure the _ coordinate. The

Phi chamber consists of sixteen layers of 50 cm length radial sense wires.

Each layer has 36 sense wires, and between each sense wire is a suard wire at

ground. The Theta chambers have eight layers of sense wires strung in the

Cartesian z and y coordinates of the detector. In other words, each of the

rectangular cells has eight sense wires strung along the longest dimension of

the cells. Between each pair of these sense wires there is a pair of grounded

guard wires. The Theta chambers also have delay lines for each of its cells to

measure the coordinate parallel to the sense wires. Both types of chambers

have a maximum drift distance of 5.3 cm and sense wire staggering of 0.2
mm.

The FDC was tested during the summer of 1990 during the Fermilab fixed

target run. The chambers were tested with both pion and electron beams.

The results[27] are as follows. The spatial resolution of the Theta chambers

varies from about 160 _m at a drift distance of 0.5 cm to about 240 _m at

a drift distance of 5.0 cm. The spacial resolution of the Phi chambers varies

from about 150 _m at a drift distance of 0.5 cm to about 200 _m at 4.0 cm.
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Fisure 2.4: The Forward Drift Chambers

Both chambers had s sense wire efficiency of 95%. The delsy line resolution of

the Thets chamber was optimized to 2.0 mm st an efficiency of 95%. The two

hit efficiency was 90% for hit separLtions of 2.5 ram. Using a photon beam,

the rejection f&ctor for photons th&t convert to e+e - pairs was found to be 31

with an efficiency of 91% for sinsle electron tr&cks. This rejection/efficiency

was determined for busy events with s multiplicity of tracks greater than

one. For single tr&ck events, the photon conversion rejection f&ctor was 85

with an efficiency of 97% for f_nsle electron tracks.
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2.4 Calorimetry

The DO calorimeter is a Uranium - liquid Argon sampling calorimeter with

a semi-projective geometry. It has a solid angle coverage of nearly 4_r;1.30 <_

0 < 1800 (117 [< 4.5). The calorimeter is divided into three separate sections,

one Central Calorimeter (CC) and two End Calorimeters (EC); see figure 2.5.

In the CC electrons are fully contained in a range of _ of about i _/[<- 1.0, and

pions are ftdly contained in a range of about I r/[< 0.8. In the EC electrons

and pions are fully contained in the range 1.5 < T/ _ 4.5. In the region

0.8 < 17< 1.4 the energy is shared between the CC and EC. Here, particles

have to go through two sets of cryostat walls. Also, in a small angular region

about _1= 1.35, there is no coverage for electrons. There are also various

support structures in this region.

Monte Carlo studies showed a 50% loss in the reconstructed energy in

the region of y/, 0.8 < y/< 1.4; therefore, a Inter Cryostat Detector (ICD)

was put between the CC and EC cryostats to provide additional information

about the energy of particles traversing the inter cryostat region. In addition

to the ICD there are sampling detectors, Massless Gaps (MG), which sample

the region of liquid Argon between the ends of the CC and EC active detector

elements and the cryostat wslls. The coverage in 17for these MG's is about

the same as that of the ICD. The results of tests of various parts of the

calorimeter wKl be presented in chapter 3.
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Figure 2.5: The DO C_lorimeter
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2.4.1 Central Calorimeter

The CC is of modular construction. It consists of three concentric cylinders

of modules of about nine feet in length. The first ring of thirty-two modules

is the Electromagnetic (EM) section for the energy measurement of electrons

and photons. Each EM module is subdivided in radial depth into four readout

layers. The next ring of sixteen modules is the Fine Hadronic (FH) section.

These modules are divided in radial depth into three readout layers. The last

ring of sixteen modules is the Course Hgdronic (CH) section; each module

has only one readout layer. The EM section has a total depth in radiation

lengths of 20.5, sad the EM, FH, aw.dCH sections together present a total of

7.16 nuclear interaction lengths to hadroni,: showers [28]. The EM _d FH

modules use uranium eL an absorber material, while the CH uses copper. The

CC has a segmentation in _ and _bof 6f/= 6_b= 0.1 in most of the readout

layers of the calorimeter. The exception is the third layer of the EM modules

where the shower maximum for electromagnetic showers is expected. It has

transverse segmentation 6_/ = 6_b = 0.05. This allows for better position

resolutior_.

A detailed view of the pl&te level construction of the calorimeter cam

be seen in figure 2.6. The absorber plates are separated by about 4.6 mm

from the surface of one plate to the next surface of the next plate. The

EM modules have 3 mm thick plates while the FH mod_des use 6 mm thick

plates[28]. In the middle of the gap between two absorber plates are the
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signs] boards. Each signs] board consists of copper signs] pads, on each side

of which is a sheet of G-103. The G-10 is coated on the side of the gap with

a carbon bued resistive epoxy. The gaps between the signs] boards a_ad

absorber plates are 2.3 rum wide and filled with liquid Argon. As a particle

traverses the argon gap, it ionizes the argon. The resistive coating on the

signs] boards is kept at a high positive vo]t&ge4 while the absorber plates

are grounded. The ionization electrons drift in the uniform field of the gap

inducing a current in the copper signs] pads. This induced current is the

signs] out of the cs]orimeter. The signs] from S]I signs] boards in a given

layer for a given 17_nd _ are ganged together into a re_dout board which

carries the signs] to the ends of each module.

The Musless G&ps [29] use the same type of signs] boards 8_adconsist

of a few s]ternating layers of signs] boards a_ad 1.5 mm copper clad G-10

boards. There is one readout board per MG. E_ch MG conforms to the rT,

segmentation of the cs]orimeter modules and hM 20 readout chtmnels. The

argon gap is the same ss that for the rest of the cs]orimeter. The MG u

its name implies has very little &bsorber materis] and serves to sample the

enerKy of particles just before it enters the cryost&t will] ( or in the cue of

the EC, just after the cryostst wall). In essence the cryostat wall serves

the absorber mLteris] for the MG.

3G-I0 is • compositeof slus ud epoxy
4Hish aesstive voltqe wu initially tried, but it produceddischsrgeain the liquid

arson. Thiswasprobablydue to the buildupof positiveionicchsrse on the resistivecost.
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2.4.2 End Calorimeter

The conmtruction of one of the EC can be seen in figure 2.5. It, Likethe CC,

is modular in construction. The EC EM module faces toward the center of

the detector. Behind the EC EM and centered is the Inner Hadronic (IH)

module. In a concentric ring around the IH module are the sixteen Middle

Hadronic (MH) modules. And in a concentric ring around the MH modules

are the sixteen Outer Hadronic (OH) modules. The EC EM hu a total

of 23.3 radiation lengths divided into four readout layers. The IH and EM

combine to give a total of 8.2 nuclear interaction lensths. The MH and OH

rinsn were denisned to give with the IH and EC EM the same number of

interaction lengths over the full containment range of the EC. The EC EM
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uses 4 mm thick Uranium plates. The IH and MH use 6mm thick plates in

their first four readout layers and 4.65 cm thick stainless steel plates in the

last readout layer. The OH uses 4.65 cm stainless steel throughout. The

segmentation in 17and q_is the same as in the CC except at the higher values

of 17, IT/ I> 3.2 (I 17[> 2.6 for third EM layer[30]), where the segmentation

is more coarse to keep the minimum pad size at least as large as the Moliere

radius. 5 The liquid Argon gap size is the same as' in the CC.

2.4.3 Inter Cryostat Detector
.'.

The Inter Cryostst Detector (ICD) consists of two rows of boxes mounted

on the EC wall as shown in figure 2.7. Each box contains three scintillating

tiles, wave shifting light guides, three photo multiplier tubes (PMT) with

base, and a presmp for each tube. The tiles are layed side by side along the

length of each box. The size of the tiles is such that they conform to the

transverse segmentation of the calorimeter. The electronics are mounted on

top of the tiles.

Due to the variations in the quantum efficiencies of the PMT's, vm-iations

in the tile-fiber couplings, and chsJ1ges in the response of the tile and elec-

tronics over time, a time dependent relative calibration of the ICD is needed.

This is achieved by the use of s nitrogen UV laser. Laser light is conducted

SThe Mol/ereradiusMR is the characteristiclength of the transverseshowerdevelop-
ment and is scaledto the numberof radiationlengths by RM _ 1.9X0 "" 1.14cmfor the
D_)calorimeter.
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Figure 2.7: The DO ICD detector mounted on an EC

to each tile throush a system of optical fibers, patch boxes, feedthroughs,

and fanouts. The amount of lisht getting to the tiles is adjusted by use of

filter wheels which can vary the amount of light from a few MIP's to 1000

MIP's. The laser light produces an ionization signal similar to that of a par-

ticle traversing the tiles; therefore, with a controlled input the relative, time

dependent gains of the tiles can be determined [31].

2.4.4 Calorimeter Electronics and Signal Routing

With the se_tentation described above, there are approximately 63,000

channels coming out of the three cryostats. With this many channels, large

amounts of electronics are needed to process the calorimeter signals. A more
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detailed description of the design and performance of the calorimeter elec-

tronics is given in references [32] and [33]. A brief overview is given here.

The electronics for the DO calorimeter precision readout are built in three

st&ges, each stage at & different physics] location. The first st&ge is the

preamplifier which amplifies the signal coming out of the cryostat. The charge

sensitive preamps are housed in 12 shielded boxes mounted just outside the

12 cryost&t ports (four for each cryost&t) carrying the signal cables. Each

channel hu its own preamp. The signals coming from a given module of

the calorimeter are organized so that many _ and _ wlues for a given l&yer

are carried by s single multi-coaxial c&ble. These cables are connected to

feedthrough cards which feed the sisals from inside of the cryost&t to the

outside. The cards also reorganize the signals into projective towers; all the

l&yers for s given _ and _ are read sequentially. Twisted pair c&bles carry

the signal from the feedthrough to the pres_Ips.

There is &bout 80 feet of twisted pair cable connecting the preamps to

the next st&ge of the electronics, the BueLine Subtractors (BLS), where the

signals are sh&ped and sampled. The electronics for the BLS's are located

underneath the detector platform and &re in&ccessible during co]/ider run-

ning. After the signs] is shaped and the hue sample is subtracted from the

peak sample, the signals are multiplexed 16 to I into s_alog c&ble drivers.

Here if the signal is less than 1.25 volts then it is amplified by eight.
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On the same BLS boards are electronics which perform coarse energy

sums of the level one trigger towers (see chapter 4_section 4.1). These energy

sums eventually get passed into the calorimeter trigger.

The signals from the BLS's are then carried via ~ 300 ft of twisted pair

cable to the Analog to Digital Gonverters (ADC) which are located in the

Movable Counting House (MCH) located outside of the collision hall. In

the ADC's the analog signal is dJsitized into a 12 bit word which is then

converted into s 15 bit right justified word. Those analog signals which were

not amplified in the cable drivers are then shifted as ADC words three bits to

the left; therefore, s 15 bit dynamic range with 12 bit accuracy is achieved.

The relative ga.in of each electronics channel is determined using a pulse

generator that sends a charge pulse to a high precision resistor connected to

the input of the preamplifiers. There is a pulse generator for each of the 12

preamp boxes. Each pulser is fanned out into 32 inputs in the backplane

of its associated preamp box. Each input into the preamp box is connected

to 144 channels. Variations in the calorimeter response clue to vm_ations in

the electronics can be taken out by measuring the average signal out of each

channel for a constant input pulse into the presmp.
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2.5 Muon Detector

A side view of the DO detector is shown in figure 2.8. The muon system

consists of two subsystems, the Wide Angle Muon Spectrometer (WAMUS)

and the Small Angle Muon Spectrometer (SAMU$). The WAMUS detector

has an angular coverage of 10o __ 0 <_ 170°, and SAMUS has an angular

coverage of 3.70 _ 0 < 10.00 [34]. The contribution to the momentum

resolution of the muon system from multiple scattering in the iron toroids is

6p/p = 18%. This is the major part of the resolution for momentum up to

about 100 GeV. For higher momentum the contribution to the momentum

resolution from the position resolution of the track measurements begins to

overtake the multiple scattering term. This position resolution contribution

becomes twice the multiple scattering term at about 250 GeV.

2.5.1 Wide Angle Muon Spectrometer

There are three large toroids in the WAMUS [35] detector. The centrLl toroid

(CF) has an angular coverage of 41o to 139°, and the two end wall toroids

(EF) have a coverage of 90 to 43°. The CF iron has a thickness of about 110

cm, and the EF iron is about 150 cm thick. The CF and EF operate with a

magnetic field of about 2 tesla. Figure 2.8 is in the bend view of the muon

detector. The field lines generally make a "circle" in the direction of _b. The

position of the muons as they pass through the iron toroids is measured by
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three ,uper-layers of proportional drift tubes (PDT). The fir, t layer, layer

A, meuures the track of the muon just before it enters the toroid. Layers B

and C measure the track after the toroid. The A layer consists of four planes

of drift tubes, while the B and C layers consist of three planes each of drift

tubes.

Each WAMUS PDT has a 10.1 cm wide × 5.5 cm hiSh cros, section. Each

of these celll consist of a grounded aluminum shell with a centered sense wire

and two vera/er cathode pads mounted on the inside top and bottom surfaces

u seen in figure 2.9. The sense wire and vernier pads are held at a potential

of +4.54 and +2.6 kv respectively. The gu mixture used in these cells is

90% At, 5% CF4, and 5% C02, which has a drift speed of 70.5 mm/_s for

electric fields above 0.7 kv/cm [36]. The sense wires are perpendicular to the
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beam pipe direction; they run parallel to the masnetic field lines. The drift

time to the sense wire gives the coordinate with respect to the cell which

is perpendicular to the sense wire for the charged track of & muon which,

with similar measurements from PDT's above and below, will translate into

the 17coordinate of the muon. The sense wire is also used to give a coarse

measurement of the cell coordinate parallel to the sense wire, and using

this information, the vernier cathode pads give a refined measurement; see

reference [35] for &more detailed description. These measurements translates

into the _ coordinate.

The A l&yer with its four planes of PDT's is 17 cm from the innermost

to the outermost sense wire. With a resolution, transverse to the sense wire,

of 0.2 mm 6 the accuracy in the bend view is +0.6 mrad for the ansle of

the incident particle into the toroid and +0.2/_/4 - 0.1 mm for the entrance

position of the particle. The distance between the center of the B and C

layers is about 136 cm; the position and ans]e of the outgoing particle is

determined to ±0.17 mm and ±0.2 mrad respectively. For the longitudinal

resolution, parallel to the sense wire, there is an accuracy of :k2.0 ram.

8Survey inaccuracies actually limit thk to 0.Smm
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Fisure 2.9: The DO Muon Detector: WAMUS PDT cross section

2.5.2 Small Angle Muon Spectrometer

The SAMUS consists of two plus toroids seen in fisure 2.8. These toroids

are about 150 cm thick and will maintain a msl_etic field of about 2 teals.

At each end of the detector there are three stations of PDT tubes. One is

before the SAMUS toroid, and two are after the toroid. The PDT tubes of

each station are divided into three layers. The PDT's in a given layer are

placed parallel. Two layers are positioned so that the tubes in one layer are

perpendicular to the tubes in the other layer. The third layer is at a 45° ansle

to the other two layers. This third layer of PDT tubes is used for multi-track

correlations to untansle the trsckins iz_orm_tion in this hiSh multiplicity

resion of the detector. The PDT's used for the SAMUS detector are not of

the same desisn as those used for the WAMUS detector; see reference [35]

for a description.
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Using s gas mixture of 90% CF4 Lnd 10% CH4 test of the SAMUS PDT

tubes were done with cosmic rsys [37]. With an sversge drift velocity of

95 mm/_s, the minimum drift time was 150 ns. The sversse resolution

perpendicular to the sense wire was 0.4 mm using one tube and 0.3 mm

using one plane of tubes.

2.6 Level 0 Hodoscopes

The informstion on whether pp collisions occurred during s beam crossing

is supp].ied by two sets of scintillator plus PMT Lrrays (hodoscopes). This

information consists of a comparison between the time of arrivLl of particles

in the forward and b&ckward directions as they intersct with the hodoscopes.

The hodoncopes are located in space between each of the two EC's _d FDC's.

Each consists of two pl_es. Each pls_e has four long scinti]/ating tiles with

PMT's on both ends Lnd ten short tiles plus light guide, each connected to

a PMT. The tiles are arrs_sed as shown in figure 2.10. The two planes are

placed perpendicular to each other siving a nearly complete coverage over

2.2 <[ _ I< 3.9 and st least a partill cover_e over 1.9 <I 17[< 4.3 [38].

The time response of the PMT's is cs/ibrated [39] using a pulsed N2 IMer

with a wavelensth of 33? nm . The laser light is split and routed to the

72 PMT's. Since the hodoscopen are part of the triter, it is important to

m_intain the cslibration of the PMT's throushout the run; the effects from
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shi_s in the time response of the PMT's cu not be tsken into sccount off-

line. When csdibr&ted, the resolution for the Ions counters is &bout 80 p,

snd &bout 120 ps for the short counters [38]. This truslstes to & position

resolution of 3 cm for the locstins of the s position of the vertex which is

znother function of the hodescopes. They slso detect multiple inter&ctions,

and provide monitorin s of the luminosity.
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Chapter 3

Calibration of Calorimeter

The response of various ps:ts of the calorimeter to electron and pion beams

was studied in two fixed target runs at Fermi]Lb. For the first fixed target

run in 1990, the configuration of calorimeter modules shown in figure 3.1 was

used. This will be referred to as _Load One", which wu for the calibration

of the EC EM and IH modules. Both electron sad pion beams with energies

ranging from 10 GeV to 150 GeV were used. In the 1991 fixed target run, the

configuration of figure 3.2 was studied. This "Load Two" was for calibrating

the CC modules sad for studying the transition region between the CC and

EC, which has the ICD sad musless gaps. Load Two had five CC EM

modules, two each of CC FH and CH modules, and two each of EC MH and

OH modules. In addition to the bean, s available in Load One, there were

also low energy electron and pion beams with energies ranging from about

Gev to 10 Gev. For both fixed target runs proportional wire chambers

(PWC) were used to give tracking information on the test beam particles.

There were also Cherenkov chambers which provided information on the
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Figure 3.1: Lo_i One Configuration; beam coming from the left

particle type, which help to insure the purity of the data by providing a veto

or tag against unwanted particle types. Scintillator counters placed behind

the calorimeter provide a veto for muons and pions which travel through

and out of the calorimeter without showering. Measurement of the beam

momentum was provided by the use of a set of dipole magnets where a

Hall probe was used to measure the magnetic field. What will be presented

in this chapter are the results of various studies dealing with the issues of

linesrity of response, eners3v and position resolution, e/_ ratio, uniformity_

and shower shape. Many of the results between the two test beams will be

similar; therefore, more attention to detail will be given for Load One. Also

some sources of systematics will be discussed along with the transferring of

the calibration to DO.

Understanding the response of the calorimeter is important in under-

standing the systematics of energy fluctuations, energy scale and uniformlty
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of response. The leptoquark analysis that follows in chapters 4 and 5 de-

pends on a uniform calorimeter with good energy and spacial resolutions.

A description of the systematics relevant to the leptoquark analysis will be

given in chapter 5.

3.1 Response

In what follows the mean response of the calorimeter to a pion or electron

beam of a given energy is the mean of the gaussian fit to the distribution

of responses to individual particles. The data were pedestal subtracted, and

v_iations in the channel to chsanel g_in due to electronics were removed.

The value of the pedestals was measured every eight hours, a_d the gLins

were measured every 24 hours. Events were screened by using information

from the PWC's and Cherenk_:_ chambers. Events (particles) of the wrong

species were removed from the data sample. Events with too many hits in

the PWC chambers mounted just before the calorimeter were removed to

cut down on events where the beam particle began showering upstream of

the calorimeter. The spread in the calorimeter response due to the spread in

the beam momentum was removed on a event by event basis. Calorimeter

fiducial volume cuts about the position of the beam were done. For electrons

in most cases, the cut was 0.5x0.5 in _,_b, and only the four layers of an EM

(EC or CC) module plus the first layer of the following hadronic module (FH
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or IH) were included. For pions a 1.5x1.5 cut in _?,_ wM used summing S]]

layers.

The ]inearity [40] of mean response for Load One to electrons and pions

was determined by measuring the response in ADC counts of the calorimeter

to s beam of electrons or pions of varying energies. Here ADC counts refers

to the integer number obtained from the conversion of the analog signs]

from the detector to a digital signs]. From a straight line fit of the plot of

ADC counts vs beam energy, the conversion between ADC to GeV can be

determined. For Load One electron data the slope of the fitted line is 267.4 ±

0.7 ADC counts/GeV with an offset (y intercept) of-S0.2 _ 5.3 ADC counts.

For Load One pions the slope is 257.1 ± 0.7 ADC counts/Gev with an offset

of 565.6 ± 12.8 ADC counts_ The larger offset for the pions is primarily due

to the fact that pion showers require the summation of more channels and

hence more uranium noise1. The deviation from linearity for the Load One

electron data, when comparing the mean response and the energy calculated

from the fit, was less than -t- 0.3% over the range of beam momentum from

10 GeV/c to 150 GeV/c. For pions the deviation from linearity was less that

± 3.0% but typically was less than ± 0.5%.

For Load Two electrons and pions the ]inearity of the response [41] is sim-

ilar but vary somewhat in their offsets. The linear function between ADC

counts and GeV for electrons had slope of 261 ADC counts/GeV with a y

1Uranium noise causes asymmetric pedestal distributions with a high positive tail.
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intercept of-75.7 ADC counts. For Load Two pions the slope of the fitted

line was 262.4 ADC counts/GeV with an intercept of-143.7 which differs

significantly with the Load One pion response. This variation may be ac-

counted for by differences in the upstream material between Load One and

Load Two or changes in the calorimeter BLS sampling times which occurred

during the course of Load Two. In fact for electrons the value of the slope

and intercept varied somewhat for Load Two with the value of _ and _b.

Much of this variation in _ in the response to electrons can be accounted

for by variations in the thickness of the uranium plates and argon gaps and

can be corrected [42] for by taking into account these variations in the sam-

pling fractions (See below in Energy Resolution section.); an additional _b

dependent multiplicative factor is introduced into the energy scale for the

layers of the EM calorimeter. The remaining variation in _/which was as

much as about 4% for 100 GeV electrons going from _ of 1.0 to 0.0 is not

weU understood. This variation can be reduced to about I% if the sampling

weights are optimized (See below on Energy Resolution section.) [43]. It is

not certain that this variation in _/is present in th_ actual detector, so at

present this effect is not corrected.

In terms of the differences in the conversion factor between electrons and

pions, it was observed that one could, first, ignore the offset for the electron

response since it has a small effect. Secondly, if for the pion response the

offset is restrained to zero and the fitted slope for the electron response is
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used, the performance of the non-optimized sampling fractions with respect

to pions was about u $ood as possible in terms of the linearity and resolution.

Therefore, the conversion between ADC counts and GeV for the EC modules

for both pions and electrons was set at 267.2 ADC counts/GeV and 261 ADC

counts/GeV for the CC modules. The result of this approach is that the

lineaxity is a little worse at the lower energies. The possibility of allowing

the use of an offset is stiU under consideration and study.

The response for Load One to electrons was very uniform [30]. The re-

sponse u a function of _bwas found to deviate by -t- 0.4% (rms) from the

mean for electron scans taken in regions of the calorimeter (EC EM) with

no structural cracks (gaps) or supports. In the same regions the response as

a function of _/varied by as much as -t- 0.5%. For areas near cracks2 in the

uranium plates, the response increases by a maximum of 5% at the crack and

was reduced to a 2.5% increase in response 1.4 cm from the crack. At the 1%

level of deviation from uniformity, 2.5% of the EC EM active area is di'ected

by the uranium plate cracks. The response near tie-rods, which are support

structures for the EC EM, wu found to decrease by as much as 15%. The

response wu degraded by half as much 18 mm away in the _bdirection or

26 mm in the direction away or toward the center (_ = oc) of the EC EM

2Eachuraniumplate il actually constructed of two of three pieces of uranium. Where
two of these piecel comestogether,thereis s imsll crackor gap in the uranium.
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module. The total area affected by the tie-rods is 8% (1.5%) for a signal

loss of 1% (5%).

The response of Load One to pions as a function of _ and _ is shown in

figure 3.3. The response as a function of _ in figure 3.3-a shows a fall off

for values of _ < 2.25. This is an artifact of the Load One geometry. It is

due to leakage out the side of the IH module which will be caught by the

ring of MH and OH modules in the DO calorimeter. The gradual fall off for

> 2.5 is due to lateral leakage into the beam pipe region. The amount of

signal loss at _ = 3.7 is about 3%. Assuming that this loss is corrected for,

there remains a :i: 0.4% deviation. For the response as a function of _, there

is a deviation of + 0.5% except near the region of a crack in the uranium

plate where the deviation is about 1.5%. This can be seen in figure 3.3-b at

= 3.25 where there is a crack in the uranium plates.

Load Two showed that the central calorimeter modules are uniform in

response to electrons within about 1% except near the cracks between the EM

modules where the response can drop by as much as 10% [43]. The response

of the central calorimeter to pions is also uniform within 1% except near the

cracks between the fine hadronic modules where the response decreases by

as much as 10%.
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3.2 Energy Resolution

The fractional resolution is defined as the standard deviation, or,of the gaus-

sign fit to the response distribution divided by the mean response #. This

fractional resolution cam be paxsmeterized by the equation 3.1.

(,/#)2 = C2 + S2/E + N21E _ (3.1)

Here C, S, N are the constant, sampling, and noise terms respectively that

contribute to the resolution, and E is the meuured energy (momentum)

of the beam. The constant term comes from systemLtics such m residual

vitiations in gaius. The sampling contribution is due to the statistical error

in sampling, sad the noise term hu contributions from energy independent

sources such u ur_fium noise and electronic incoherent noise. The v_lues [40]

for these fitted parameters for electron data in Load One are as follows.

C = 0.003 +0.003

s = o. 57+o.oo8()

N = 0.29 :t: O.03(GeV)

The above numbers were determined from analysis for which the sampling

fractions (sampling weights) were optimized with respect to electrons; the
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weights for the four EM layers plus the first hadronic layer were optimized.

Consider equation 3.2 where E_ is the energy in GeV of event i.

N

E,=o + (3.2)
j--1

For electrons n equLls five, and n equals eight (EC) or nine (CC) for pions.

The parameters a and A are the overa_ scale and offset respectively, which

are related to the slope and intercept of the fitted Une to the linea_ty plot, i.e.

a = 1/slope and A - -intercept/slope. The energy in each layer j expressed

in ADC counts is ADCj_. The parameter _j is the sampling weight for layer j.

These sampling weights are related to the sampling fractions, which are the

fractions of live energy (energy loss of traversing particle due to ionization

of liquid argon) to the total energy (energy loss due to ionization of argon,

uranium, and signal boards) for a given layer. Initially, the weights are set

equLl to rescLled sampling fractions; the sampling fractions are normalized

such that the sampling fraction for the EC EM layer three is equal one.

The sampling weights are then optimized by minimizing X_, where X2 is the

weighted difference_ squared, of E_ and the beam momentum summed over

a range of energies and averaged over a large number of events per energy.

The weights used for minimizing X2 are I/(fractionaJ resolution) determined

at each energy. The optimized sampling weights varied little from the initi,_l

values.
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Equation 3.1 was fitted to Load One pion data [40]. The values for C, S,

and N are as follows.

C = 0.039±0.002

s = o. 6 ± o.oo9()

N --- 0.975 :k 0.03(aeV)

These values were determined with a cut on the energy in the first EM layer to

eliminate events which started showering (due to upstream material) before

the first EM layer. These numbers reflect an intrinsic resolution. Without

this cut the sampling term grew to 0.50_. This number is probably

closer to what will be quoted for the DO calorimeter due to the central

tracking detector in front of the calorimeter. As before for electrons, these

results were derived with optimized sampling weights. With the optimized

electron sampling weights before mentioned fixed, the sampling weights for

the rest of the layers were optimised with respect to pion data. As before

the weights changed little from their initial values. The energy resolution for

pions and electrons calculated from Load Two data was very similar to that

determined for Load One. And as before mentioned, the resolution remained

stable when fixing the overall scale a to that for electrons and requiring that

the offset _ be zero.
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3.3 Position Resolution for Electrons and Pi-
ons

Good spacisl resolution for electrons is important. A photon can mimic an

electron if there is a low energy charged particle leaving a track pointing near

the impact point of the photon. The finer the position resolution, the more

likely that such amphoton can be rejected ss not being an electron candidate.

The Lverage position resolution for Load One electrons was found to be 2

mm at 25 GeV decreeing to 1 mm at 75 GeV [40]. These numbers were

determined for the third EM layer where the pad sise, AT;× A_b= 0.05 × 0.05,

is finer than in other layers and where the most accurate shower position can

be determined. The average resolution shows a slightly stronger than 1/V_

energy dependence. The resolution near the pad edges tends to be better

than that near the center of the pad. The above numbers for the resolution

are for both transverse dimensions rA_band At, which are related to AT and

A_b in the EC cLlorimeter. Here rACbis the distance along the arc in _ aad

Ar is the distsace perpendicular to the s axis.

The spaciLl resolution of pion showers in the EC wLs also determined to

have about a I/v_ dependence. Specific_y, _(rA_) = (54.9:1:1.3)E -°'5_I_°'°°5

mm sad _(Ar) = (49.4 :i:1.9)E -s'°2±°'°°s ram; _herefore, at 25 GeV the spa-

cis] resolutions is 9.3 mm in rA_b sad 9.8 mm in At. These values were

determined by using LI] layers of calorimetry. [44]
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3.4 e/lr Ratio

An electron traversing a medium will lose energy initially through Brems-

strahiung l adiation if its energy is great enough, and it will lose energy

through the ionization of the medium. The Bremsstrahlung radiation pro-

duces a shower of electrons, and as the shower develops the energy loss

eventually proceeds through ionization only. For the case of a charged

hadron, Bremsstraldung and ionization processes also apply. However, be-

cause hadrons can also interact strons]y, there is the possibility that neutrons

can be liberated from the medium. Low energy neutrons can then carry part

of the energy of the hadron shower; this energy is in general undetectable.

Therefore, a hadron will produce a smaller sisnal than an electron of equal

energy. A z"°decays mostly to a pair of photons, Ir° _ -y-y. This pair of pho-

tons can then shower like an electron by pair converting. The energy content

of a jet, produced by a quark of given energy, can then vary according to the

neutral pion content of the jet. As a result the jet energy resolution is worse

than the resolution expected from sampling fluctuations. This effect can be

eliminated if the response of hadrons were equal to the response of electrons;

e/r equals 1.0.

If a material like uranium is used as the absorber material in a sam-

piing calorimeter, then energy lost to neutrons in hadronic showers can be

regained by interactions of the neutrons with the uranium; a proton, for

example, could be liberated, which could produce detectable energy. This
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compensation was studied in Load One [40]. The e/Ir ratio was determined

to be 1.09 for 5 GeV particles decreasing to 1.02 for 150 GeV particles.

3.5 Shower Shape

As mentioned above, a high energy charged particle win emit Bremsstra]zlung

radiation. These photons then pair convert into e+e- pairs, which will also

emit Bremsstrahiung radiation if it has enough energy and so on. A shower

of electrons is therefore produced. The shower develops primarily in the

direction of the initial incident particle. For showers produced by particles

that have electroma_,metic interactions only, the lonsitudinal development

of the shower (how deep it penetrates) occurs on a scale of the radiation

length of the material. For particles that can have nuclear interactions, the

shower develops on the scale of the nuclear interaction length of the material.

Because of Coulomb scattering a particle shower develops transverse to the

incident particle. This lateral spread can be characterised by the Moliere

radius mention in chapter 2.

The ionsitudinal shower shape of electrons was parameterized [44] using

the form:

dE
= Az'e -b" (3.3)dz

o_ = (0.91 + 1.2) + (.449 + 0.27)In E

b = ((-0.382 :l:0.15) + (-0.0049 + 0.034)1n E)Xo _
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X0 is the radiation length of the calorimeter material. The para_neterization

agrees well with the data and Monte Carlo.

The longitudinal shower shape of hadronic showers in Load One was pa-

rameterized using the Bock [77] parameterization; see appendix A. The

parameterization was used to simulate the leakage out the side of the IH

module And was shown in figure 3.3-a. It appears to do reasonably well in

accounting for the leal_ge. The difference in the data and the parameteriza-

tion is probably due to the transverse shower shape, which is not tal(en into

account in the psrameterization; cuts on the longitudinal shower shape are

excluding energy that would have otherwise been visible if the para_neterized

shower had a transverse dimension.

The transverse shower profile for electrons and pions have been also pa-

ra_neterized [44] for L _ with good results using double exponential

fits, one exponential te. ,he fit to describe the core of the shower and

the other term to describe the tails of the shower. An electron shower at

its maximum transverse spread is 95% contained within a radius of 2.5 cm,

which is approximately 0.25 radians in _bor 17. Pion showers are more dif-

fused; 90% of the energy of a pion shower is contained within a distance

of about 5 cm of the shower centroid; whereas, it requires about 10 cm to

contain 95% of the energy.

Pions can be discriminated from electrons by looking at the energy de-

posited in the various layers of the calorimeter and/or by characterizing the
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sh&pe of the particle showers by applying a covsriant matrix method [45]; see

chapter 4 on the measurement of electrons. For Lo_d One both m-.thods were

studied [30]. By cutting on the ratio of hsdronic energy (energy summed over

the five layers of the IH module) to electromagnetic energy (energy summed

over the four layers of the EM module), a pion rejection of 300 for an elec-

tron e/_iciency of 95_ was achieved. This means that one out of every 300

pions is identified as an electron, and 5% of the true electrons are rejected

as pions. The cut used for this rejection was & hadronic to electromagnetic

fraction less than 0.02. With the covariant-matrix method a 72× 72 matrix

was used. The 72 variables correspond to 3×3 towers x eight longitudinal

read outs (the four EM layers with four cells in finer segmented layer three

and the first IH layer) per tower. For s 95% electron efilciency a combination

of the two methods yielded an total rejection of 900 to 3000 for particles in

the momentum range of 50 to 150 GeV/c.

3.6 Systematics and the Transferring the Cal-

ibration

The transferring of the calibration from the test beam to the DO calorime-

ter was achieved by the use of s portable pulser which supplied s standard

amount of charge st both the D® sad te_t beam's presmps. By measuring

the response of the electronics st the test beam sad at DO to this standard
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charge, the response of the DO calorimeter to particles of known energy can

be deduced. In equ&tion 3.4 the calibr&tion process is represented.

EDo R,"'_-D°x GD°= ×El_ (z.4)
I_'_-'bx Clb

Here ED° and E_b are the energies measured in cell i st DO and the test

beam respectively. I_ t_-tb and 11,".td-DOare the respective responses at the

test beam and DO to the standard pulser. And G_b and GD° are the g_ins

measured at the test beam and DO. [46]

From looking st Z° DO collider data, the EM energy scale was determined

to be about 5% low; the Z° mass was measured at 86 GeV/c 2. To account

for this discrepancy with the LEP value for the Z° mass, many systematic

effects were studied in the Lnalysis of the Load One, Load Two and DO

collider data. Systematic offsets in the pedestals due to electronic and pile

up effects were s_udied. Variations over time in the gains due to changes in

such environmental factors such as temperature were characterized. The loss

of response from the detector due to contamination of the liquid argon was

investigated _d measured. Also the effects of zero suppression were studied.

Errors in the determination of the test bes_n momentum And their effect on

the energy scale were considered. The effect of corrections (_?dependent,

crack...) to the energy scale were also investigated. How the upstream

material at the test beam and DO effects the energy scale and ]inearity
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Wasstudied. Errors in the transferringof the calibration discussed above

were also considered. Finally, the high voltage of the DO calorimeter was

reduced during the cottiderrun from 2500 to 2000 volts, and the effect of

this change to the response was characterized. The contribution of most of

these systematic effects is small in terms of the energy scale. Ta_kingalmost

ever:,_hingpossible into account, it was determined that the EM scale was

1.1% to 4.3% short of the "true" EM scale depending on which of the three

DO cryostats is in question [47]. This results in an 87 GeV/c 2 mass for the

Z°. It was decided that the EM scale would be correctedfor the cha_ge in

the high voltage which is a factor of 1.015 in the CC cryostat and a factor

of 1.016 in the EC cryostats. In addition to this, it was decided to apply a

multiplicative EM scale correction factor to obtain the LEP mass of about

91 GeV/c 2 for the Z°. This factor was 1.072 for the CC cryostat, 1.025 for

the EC north cryostat, and 1.012 for the EC south cryostat.

3.7 Summary of Calorimeter Calibration

In summary, the DO calorimeter has proved to be very linear at energies

greater than I0 GeV and deviated no more than 5% (but typically less

than 2% [48]) from linearity at energies below 10 GeV. The response of

the calorimeter was very uniform; away from cracks;the variations were less

than I%. Near cracks in the Uranium, the _._ariationscould be as much as

5% and 10% for cracks between modules. The calorimeter had a measured
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resolution in the energy for electrons of ibout 0.15x v_ and 0.Sx v_ l'or

pions. The position resolutions were on the order of I mm for electrons and

10 mm for pions. The study of the shower development of electrons snd

pions hsve shown th,t the calorimeter is behLving ss expected. And the

systemstics Lre still being studied and hsve been shown so f_r to be small.

Overall, the calorimeter is working very well and is an excellent device for

the sesrch of leptoquLrks snd other new phenomenL. The correction to the

EM scale does not h,ve an impsct on the usefulness of the calorimeter in the

sesrch for these pLrticles.
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Chapter 4

Data Selection

The search for a first generation leptoquark is based on 15 pb -I of data

collected during the 1992-1993 colllder run at Fermilab. The accelerator

reported a delivered luminosity of about 2S pb-l giving DO a dead time of

about 46%. In order to obtain a workable set of data, the 15 pb-I of data had

to be reduced. The data was preselected by trigger cuts and loose cuts on off-

line variables. Here, "off-llne" refers to the processing of data, reconstruction,

that occurs after the data is written to tape and usually occurs up to several

days after the data is recorded. It is in the off-line processing that the various

physics quantities such as transverse energy, Et = Esin 0, associated with

the various particles is determined with the highest precision. First, the full

data set was preselected with cuts on various off-line quantities according to

the physics interest of the entire DO collaboration. This subset of data was

reduced further with tighter off-line cuts specific to the various leptoquark

signals to obtain a workable set of events. For the two electron plus two jet
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signal, two EM objects, electron or photon, with Et greater than 15 GeV

for electrons and Et greater than 10 GeV for photons were required. This

sample includes the sample of Z°'s which will be used later to determine some

e/Bciencies. For the electron plus J_Tplus two jets signal, one electron object

with Et greater than 15 GeV, one jet object with Et greater than 15 GeV, a

second jet object with Et greater than 10 OeV, and ET greater than 20 GeV

were required. After the trigger selection, described below, 14,780 of the two

electron events and 11,480 of the electron plus ET events were left. The final

off-line selection deals with various detector and physics background relative

to the two signals.

4.1 The DO Trigger and Filter Scheme

The DO trigger scheme is divided into three levels and one sublevel. The

Level Zero trigger comes from two sets of hodoscope counters mounted at

the two ends of the calorimeter next to the beam pipe. These counters

discriminate against beam-gas interactions. They also supply the next level

of the trigger, Level One, with coarse vertex information and information

on muJtiple interactions. Level One reduces the trigger rate from basically

the crossing rate of about 300 kHz to about 200 Hz. The crossing rate,

the number of times per second that a proton bunch intersects a bunch

of antiprotons, from Level Zero corresponds to a luminosity of about 5 ×

10S°cm-2sec -I. For higher luminosities the interaction rate is greater than
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the crossing rate as multiple interaction come more into play. With the

sublevel trigger, Level 1.5, the rate is reduced to no more than I00 Hz. The

last level of the trigger system, Level Two, is the most complicated and it

reduces the i00 Hz down to no more than 2 Hz, which is DO's maximum

on-line data handling rate for writing data to tape.

4.1.1 Level One

The Level One trigger [49] [50] [51] is a haxdwaxe trigger and is divided

into 31 sets of programmable trigger conditions. The conditions are thresh-

olds on vaxious detector vaxiables. Some examples of these thresholds could

be two EM trigger towers with Et above 10 GeV, three jet trigger towers

with Et above 5.0 GeV, ET greater than 25 GeV, and many other similar

conditions. The bandwidth for each of the 31 sets is determined by these

thresholds. Table 4.1 list the vaxious physics variables used for Level One

plus Level 1.5. All the energy thresholds axe in terms of Et. A jet (or total)

trigger tower includes energy from the first seven layers (about seven absorp-

tion lengths) of calorimetry; whereas, an EM trigger tower includes energy

from the first four layers (about one absorption length) of calorimetry. The

Level One vaxiables axe determined within 2.3 psec of the beam crossing,

where the beam crossing time is 3.5 #sec. A better determination of muon

momentum is done in Level 1.5 s_d is determined wit_n 28 psec.
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Table 4.1: Level One and Level 1.5 variables

Level-0 vertex information

muon Pt(transverse momentum) from Level 1.5

Number of muon tracks

Number of EM trigger towers above threshold

Number of jet trigger towers above threshold

S_alarE,= E IE,[

The Level One decision process starts with the detector outputs. Coarse

energy sums for the Level One trigger towers ate made in the BLS's along

with the precision readout. These energy sums get passed to futer ver-

sions of the ADC's called Flash Analog to Digital Converters (FADC). From

the calorimeter, the coarsely (fast sampled) measured energy for all 1280

EM and 1280 hadronic (includes energy of the first three layers of hadronic

calorimetry) trigger towers are passed into the Level One calorimeter trig-

ger. A triter tower is 0.2 x 0.2 in _ x _b.The jet trigger tower energy is the

addition of the EM trisger and hadronic trigger towers in a given 0.2 x 0.2

region. The 81obal variables, Scalar Et sad _T , are calculated here by sum-

ming over EM sad hadronic trigger tower Et's. Included in these sums are

only tt,ose trigger towers that have energy deposits above 0.5 GeV in Et as
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measured by the calorimeter trigger electronics and have energy that is 2.5

standard deviations above the pedestals [52]. These global quantities and

the trigger tower quantities are then compared to threshold criteria that are

downloaded from the host computer. A series of bits are then generated con-

ts/ning the information on whether or not the calorimeter quantities satisfied

the various threshold requirements. The generated bits from the calorimeter

trigger and similar bits from the muon triMer and Level Zero are passed

to the trigger framework where they are combined and compared to the 31

above mentioned trigger sets via an AND-OR network.

4.1.2 Level Two

The Level Two trigger, unlike the Level One trigger, is a software filter. For

each of the 31 Level One triggers that are satisfied, a set of Level Two filters

are called which are particle specific algorithms with various thresholds. For

triggers using non-slobal calorimeter information, Level Two combines the

7, _ information from a llst of Level One trigger towers that have significant

trigger energy with the energy information from the precision calorimeter

readout for the ,_ x A_b - 0.1 x 0.1 calorimeter towers associated with

the trigger towers. Otherwise, all calorimeter information from the precision

readout is used, for example, in determining the _T. Tkis information along

with similar information from the muon detector and trigger i, passed to the
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Level Two particle algorithms for electrons, photons, jets, ET , scalar Et,

muons, and taus.

The algorithms for the electron (photon is similar), jet, and _r are sum-

mariJed as follows since only these objects are of relevance to a search for

the first generation leptoquark. The electron algorithm [53] begins with a

list of Level One EM trigger tower candidates. The precision readout tower

(0.i x 0.1 in _ x _) inside each Level One candidate with the highest Et is

found. This Et includes the energy from the EM calorimetry and the first

layer of hadronic calorimetry, the same as in the off-line electron finding algo-

rithm. The Et of a three by three array of towers (0.3 x 0.3inr/× _) centered

on thi_ highest Et tower is calculated. This quantity is taken as the Et of

the electron candidate after it has been corrected for the vertex z position.

If the Et of this candidate does not exceed a given threshold the candidate

is rejected. If the candidate passes the Et threshold, it is subjected to an

assortment of longitudinal and transverse shape cuts. These cuts were tuned

on test beam electrons (see chapter 3). Those candidates that pass these

shape cuts can then be tested for isolation. For example, the energy inside a

four by four array of towers but outside the three by three array must be less

than 15% of the energy inside the three by three array. Finally, there can

also be required a track matching between the highest Et tower and a cen-

tral trsck within a specilled distance. This track requirement was not used

for the triggers considered in this leptoquark search. The photon filtering is
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essentially the same except for small variations in the shape cuts used, and

trackin s is not used.

The jet filtering [54] proceeds as follows. The jet algorithm starts with

a list of Level One jet trigger towers which is ordered in Et. This list of

jet trigger towers is comprised of towers that pass the Level One thresholds.

Starting with the first jet triuer tower, a cone of given radius in 7, _ space

is drawn about this tower. Most Level Two filters that require jets use a

jet cone of radius l:t=0.7 (See section 4.2.2 below on reconstructed jets for

the definition of R.) If the next trigger tower is inside this cone it is passed

over. When a jet trigger tower is found outside any of the previously defined

cones, it becomes the center of a new cone with the same _ven radius. When

the list of jet trigger tower candidates is exhausted, a sum ,of the E, of the

A T x A_ = 0.I x 0.i jet calorimeter towers inside each cone is added together

to get the total Et for each jet candidate. If two cones overlap, then the jet

towers in the region of intersection are added into the energy sum of the jet

candidate cone that was drawn first. The jet energy sums are then corrected

for the vertex z position. The jet candidates are then required to pass a given

Et threshold.

The lut two "particle" algorithms that will be described are the global

quantities ET and scalar Et [55]. For these two quantities the energy in-

formation from the entire calorimeter is used. The ET is constructed by a

vector sum of the Et of all the ceils in the calorimeter and ICD. The Scalar
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Et is the scalar sum of the E, of all the calorimeter and ICD cells. The cell

Et's are corrected for the vertex z position. Also used in these algorithms

is a correction for anomalous "energy" deposits in the calorimeter. These

"energy" deposits are believed to be caused by high voltage sparks and usu-

ally involve a single cell for a given event. The frequency and severity of

these sparks varies widely, and they occur generally over the entire range of

r/and _. Algorithms have been developed to find these "energy" deposits

and eliminate their contribution to the ET and scalar Et sums in both the

Level Two code and the off-line code. Once the ET and scalar Et energy

sums have been computed, threshold cuts can be applied.

4.1.3 Triggers Used for Leptoquark Search

The following is a description of the triggers used in the leptoquark search.

The triggers are divided according to the type of signal investigated. Listed

in table 4.2 for each trigger are the Level One and Level Two conditions. The

trigger thresholds and quality requirements were periodically changed during

the 1992-1993 co]lider run. What is given in this table are the values used for

the majority of the data taken. The Level One or Level Two thresholds for the

electron terms changed by no more than 4 GeV for any of the three triggers

used in the leptoquark analysis. The "major" chanse was in the two electron

trigger, trisger A, where the requirements for Level Two given in table 4.2

were changed to two EM objects with Et > 10 GeV with an isolation cut
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only. There were two additional Level One terms introduced into the triggers

during the course of the run to solve the problem of the Main Ring noise. The

first veto term is a simple gate from 0.1-0.5 seconds of the Main Ring cycle.

During this time the protons are injected and proceed through "transition"

(transition from non-relativistic to relativistic); the injection and transition

produce large losses which need to be blanked out. This veto term was

introduced into all the triggers. The second term is also a veto. This is the

Main Ring Blanking (MB) [56] which is based on the accelerators signal of

when beam is in the Main Ring at DO and vetos events during the muon

system's live time. Only some of the trigger which were considered to be

sensitive to the presence of the Main Ring particles have this veto; trigger

B is one of them. The triggers with the MB term loose about 5% of the

luminosity compared with triggers without the MB term.

4.2 Measurement of Electrons, Jets, and

The search for first generation leptoquarks requires the measurement and

identification of electrons and the measurement of jets and ET. In what

follows in this section the oi_-]ine algorithms that are used in finding these

objects will be described. Also some of the characteristics of these objects

will be presented.
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Table 4.2: List of trigger used and their terms

Signal: LQ LQ --, 2e + 2jets

Trigger A:
Object Level One Terms Level Two Terms

Electron Two EM towers, Et >7.0 GeV Two EM objects, Et >10.0 GeV
with shape cuts

One EM object with Et >10.0GeV
with shape and isolation cuts

Signal: LQ LQ --, ET + e + 2jets

Trigger B:
Object Level One Terms Level Two Terms

Electron One EM tower, E¢ >10.0 GeV One EM object Et >20.0 GeV
with shape and isolation cuts

ET -- Level Two ET > 20.0 GeV
Trigger C:
Object Level One Terms Level Two Terms

Electron One EM tower, Et > 10.0 GeV One EM object, Et > 15.0 GeV
with shape cuts

ET -- Level Two ET > 10.0 GeV
Jets Two Jet Towers, F_, > 5.0 GeV Two jet objects, Et > 10.0 GeV

with cone size = 0.3
............
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4.2.1 Electrons

The search for electrons begins with the clustering of calorimeter towers.

To begin, the first electromagnetic (EM) tower, which includes the first five

layers (the four layers of the EM calorimeter and the first layer of the hadronic

calorimeter) of a full (jet) calorimeter tower, is selected from a list of such

towers which are ordered in descending energy. Then the EM tower that is

adjacent to this tower with the highest energy is added to the first tower.

The highest energy EM tower that is adjacent to this second tower (excluding

the first tower) is then added to the first two and so on. This adding of the

highest nearest neighbor continues until the neighboring highest energy EM

tower falls below 0.05 GeV. New clusters are found as energetic towers from

the list that are not adjacent to the previously found clusters are encountered

in the clustering algorithm. After the clustering, clusters with energy less

than 1.5 GeV axe dropped from the candidate list. Those clusters which

have the fraction of their energy in the EM calorimeter less than 90% are

rejected as candidates. An isolation cut is made by comparing the energy

outside the central tower to that of the duster; if the energy outside the

central tower is greater than 60% of the energy of the cluster, the cluster

is rejected as a candidate. The centroid of the cluster is determined from a

energy log weighted mean[S7] of the cell positions in the third layer of the EM

calorimeter where the _/, _bsegmentation is finer. This center of the cluster

is used to determine a road in which if at least one track, coming from the
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primary vertex, is found in the cental tracking detector then the cluster is

written into the electron candidate list. If no track is found inside the road,

the cluster is written into a photon candidate list. This road is ± 0.1 radians

about the centroid in ¢. The road in 0 (recall rI -- -In(tan(0/2)) ) depends

on the 0 of the cluster center and the error in the z position of"the vertex.

For a cluster centered at 0 = 90° or _ -- 0.0 the road has a minimum width

of about ± 0.25 radians in 0. As the cluster is found at higher _'s, the road

becomes smaller; however, there is a set minimum in the 8 road which is

50,,,, = 0.1 radians. The primary vertex mentioned is the vertex with the

highest track multiplicity.

The above cuts constitute a first pass electron/photon analysis. Addi-

tional analysis to find a list of "golden" electrons was also done. The quanti-

ties that have been calculated and can be used are as follows. A more strin-

8ent isolation variable than the one discussed above is calculated from the

energy contained within two cones of different radius, R, in 7, ¢ space. This

variable is calculated as the energy (sum of the four EM layers and the first

hadronic layer) inside a cone of R=0.4 minus the electromagnetic energy (sum

of the four EM layers) inside a cone of R=0.2 divided by the electromagnetic

Eners7 (R=0.4)-Energy_m(R-o.2)
energy inside a cone of R=0.2; Isolation = Energyom(R=0.2) .

Another variable is the number of tracks inside the road defined above. This

variable can be used to cut out events with jets faking electrons. Next is a

quantity called the dispersion. This variable is the square root of the sum
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of the v_iancee of the electron shower position in r/and ¢. These variances

are associated with the log weighted mean mentioned above[57]. This dis-

persion gives a measure of the transverse spread of the electron shower; the

larger the dispersion the wider the electron shower and the more likely the

candidate is not an electron. The value of dE/dx of the track found in the

road can be used to reject photons which convert to e-e + pairs where the

tracks of the two electrons are too close to be resolved. Also the distance of

closest approach of the central detector track and the shower centroid can

be cut on to reject, for example, _r°'s that have associated low momentum

charged particles. A related quantity is the track match significance defined

( A_ _2 where rA¢ and Az are the distances between the./r _-._._--¢-)2+ _._.¢_,_)j ,V _'_'(,'_)

shower centroid and central track respectively along the azimuthal arc and

the p_ direction, and or(rASh)and _r(Az) are the respective errors in rA¢ and

,_z. Finally,thereis a H-matrixanalysis[5S],[59]doneon calorimeterinfor-

mationand eventvertexpositioninformationfromwhicha Xzlikevariable

is determined.Fora giveneventk,X_is calculatedas:

X_ = y_(E_ -(E,})H,j(E_ -(Ei> ) (4.1)
i,j

H,_ = Cj 1

C,j = ((E,- (E,))(Ej- (Ej)))
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H,j is trained on test beam electron data and plate level Monte Carlo elec-

trons; specifically, C,# is an average over several events at various energies

of the electron for a given r/. There are several choices for a set of variables

E,. The simplest H-matrix is one based on the longitudinal profile of an

electron/photon shower. A set of E, variables which was used for this type

of H-matrix is described as follows:

E1 = fractional energy in the first layer
of the EM calorimeter

E2 = fractional energy in the second layer
of the EM calorimeter

E3 = fractional energy in the third layer
of the EM calorimeter

E4 = fractional energy in the fourth layer
of the EM calorimeter

Es = log(cluster energy); cluster energy includes EM layers
plus first hadronic layer

Es = (vertex position Z)/_rz
crz = error in Z

The fractional energies of the first four variables and the fifth variable

allow the use of electrons at several energies to train the H-matrix. Other

versions of the H-matrices take into account the transverse profile of the

electron shower. These H-matrices h_ld more information about the typical

electron and in principle are more efficient in identifying electrons. Although

they are much larger and harder to manage, these larger H-matrices are pre-

ferred and in fact used. Since the transverse segmentation of the calorimeter
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diminishes at higher values of 77,the dimensionallty of these H-matrices also

decreases at high 77.

Not a11of the above "golden" electron variables, which were described fo_

completeness, were used in the leptoquark analysis. A description of which

variables and how they were applied is given in chapter 5.

4.2.2 Jets

The jet finding algorithm that was used in the analysis of the data is based

on a cone in r/, _bspace with radius R = v/6¢/2+ 5_b2 where 6T/and 6_ are

measured from the center of the cone. The energy of the jet is the energy

contained within this cone. The algorithm proceeds as follows. First a List

of jet calorimeter towers with energy is made in descending order of Et. The

tower Et is vertex corrected. Here again, a calorimeter jet tower is a volume

with a solid angle 0.1 x 0.1 in r/ and _ including all calorimeter layers.

These towers axe then grouped, starting with the towers with the highest Et,

into prechsters of connected towers out to a radius of about 1t=0.3. Two

precluster centers that are closer than 1_= 0.01 are combined. Towers with

Et less that 1 GeV cannot initiate a precluster or be included in a precluster.

The r/, _b center of the prechsters is now taken as the starting center of

the jet cones. A new cone center is calculated by a Et weighted mean of

all tower positions with;.n a cone of radius R about t,he precluster center.

A new cone with radius R about the new position is determined, and the
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center is again calculated as before. The process is repeated until a stable

center is found. [60] The total energy, transverse energy, and the cartesian

components of the energy (energy and momentum are interchangeable) are

calculated from the tower energies comprising the cone of radius R about

this stable center. Also calculated is the fraction of the jet energy that was

deposited in the EM calorimeter, the fraction of the jet energy that was

deposited in the last layer of the hadronic calorimeter, and the ratio of the

highest energy cell in the jet to the next highest energy cell. These last

three quantities help in establishing any pathology for a given jet such as

anomalous energy deposits due to high voltage sparks or jets that have a

high degree of leakage out of the calorimeter. Unless otherwise noted, for

the leptoquark analysis, a jet cone size of R=0.? for the reconstructedjet is

assumed.

The energyresponseand resolutionof electrons and single pions to the DO

calorimeter was described in chapter 3. The response of the calorimeter to

jets is a morecomplicated matter. Ajet energyscale has been determined [61]

from actual data using Et balancing for "two jet" events where one of the

jets, a photon for example, deposits all of its energy into the E1V[calorimetry.

One expects for such an event if the jet energies are perfectly measured uo

ET. If there is a non-zero ET, then one can assume that at least one of the

jet energies was not measured well. One can further assume that the reason

for this bad measurementis due to a reduced responseof the full calorimetry
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to jets relative to the response of the EM calorimetry to electrons, photons or

EM jets. With the assumption that the EM response is correctly calibrated,

the energy of the jet that deposited all its energy in the EM calorimeter

is assumed to be correctly measured. The gr of the event then gives a

measurement of the absolute reduced response of the calorimeter to hadronic

jets (from quarks). This measurement of _T i6 made as a function of 1/and

uncorrected measured jet energy and is used to correct the response of the

calorimeter to hadronic jets. The measured response of the calorimeter to

jets at 25 GeV Et is about 80% and increased to 88% for 200 GeV Et jets.

The jet energies were also corrected for zero suppression, out of cone, and

underlying event effects. These additional corrections tend to bring closer

the measured and predicted jet energies. A similar energy scale can also be

derived by folding the response of electrons and pions from the test beam

with the fragmentation function from a Monte Carlo physics generator such

as Pythia. The jet energy resolution derived from this method is about

'O%x [62].
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4.2.3 Missing Transverse Energy

The missing transverse energy (ET) is the quantity defined in equation 4.2.

- + (E Ey) 2 (4.2)

Ex = Esin0cos_b

Ey = Esin0sin_b

Here the sum is done over all of the calorimeter cells that contribute energy

above the zero suppression cutoff. Also note the sums axe vector sums.

Events producing neutral weakly interacting particles will have ET. Such

an event might be a W boson decaying into an electron plus neutrino. For

QCD two jet events one expects that the z and y components of the energy

of the two jets to add to zero, giving no ET. However, there axe many

factors which would give rise to a non-zero measurement of the ET for such

an event. First, there axe sssnpling fluctuations in the energy of a given jet.

There is also the possibility of leal_age of the very high energy jets out of the

calorimeter. But most importantly, there axe cracks and holes through which

energy can escape. Therefore, there is a finite resolution in the measurement

of ET. One method of quantifying this resolution is to measure the gaussisn
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width of the distribution of ET for two jet events binned in a quantity called

the scalar Et.

The function of ET resolution vs scalar Et was parameterized with a second

degree polynomial given in equation 4.4 [63].

_ET (scalar Et ) = A + B x (scalar Et ) + C × (scalar Et )2 (4.4)

A = 1.89 ±0.05GeV

B - (6.7±0.7) × 10-3

C = (9.9 ± 2.1) x 10-6 GeV -1

One hundred GeV mass, one electron plus _T leptoquark Monte Carlo events

have an average scalar Et of about 230 GeV which corresponds to about a

3.96 GeV resolution in ET.

The electron scale correction mentioned in chapter 3 and the jet energy

scale correction discussed above imply a correction to the ET due to these

two corrections. The x and y components of the electrons and jets before the

correction were added to the x and y components of the ET' The components

to the corrected electron and jet energies were then subtracted back from the

ET. The out-of-cone, zero suppression, and underlying event corrections for

the jets were not added to the ET. The ET _ was also corrected accordingly.
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4.3 Off-line Selection

The off-line selection cuts for the two electron plus two jet sample are listed

in table 4.3. The cuts used for the one electron plus ET plus two jet sample

are given in table 4.4. The name of the cut, its value, and the number of

events surviving after each cut are given in these two tables. In table 4.3 the

detector background cuts refer to a set of cuts that eliminate events which

are the result of electronic noise problems. In this case the specific problem

is the anomalous deposits of energy, most likely from high voltage discharges,

in the calorimeter which could fake jets. The cut used is as follows. If for

a "jet" with Et greater than 20 GeV, the fraction of electromagnetic energy

(EMF) is less than 20%, then the event is rejected as having one of these

anomalous energy deposits. The first five highest Et "jets" are checked. Note

here that a "jet" refers to a deposit of energy in the calorimeter which could

have originated from a quark, electron, photon, or from electronic noise.

Only a small fraction of real jets (originated by partons), about 3%, should

have a EMF less than 20%. This cut is useful for those anomalous energy

deposits that occur in the hadronic section of the calorimeter. For those that

occur in the EM section of the calorimeter, that might fake an electron, the

electron quality cuts, particularly the H-matrix cut, would eliminate these.

The electron quality cuts are also intended to suppress QCD events with

jets faking electrons. A jet can fake an electron by depositing most of its

energy in the EM section of the calorimeter which is possible when the jet
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contains mostly neutral pions, for example, that decay electromagnetically

and hence produce electromagnetic showers. The qua]ity cuts can also help

in eUminating events with electrons _merging from the decay of b quarks;

these electrons tend to be spatially dose to the jet associated with the b

quark decay and may fall the isolation cut.

The detector background and electron quality cuts deal with backgrounds

that are due to mostly detector considerations rather than physics. The rest

of the cuts are designed to eliminate the physics backgrounds. Requiring that

there be two electrons with Et greater than 25 GeV is a standard cut used for

eliminating backgrounds from the Z° sample such as Dren-Yan production

of electron-positron pairs, which are also backgrounds to leptoquarks. The

two electron trigger used for the two electron plus two jet leptoquark search

is about 100% efficient for Z°'s that pass the 25 GeV Et cut on the electron

and the electron quality cuts. After this cut the remaining sample contains

mostly g°'s, leptoquark candidates, and small backgrounds from QCD and

Drell-Yan. The invariant mass distribution of the remaining sample is given

in figure 4.1. Leptoquark events are also characterized by having at least two

jets from the two quarks (more jets can come from initial state radiation or

just the result of fragmentation of the final state partons) that come from

the decay of the pair of leptoquarks. The data sample is required to have two

jets with Et greater than 25 GeV. The remaining sample should consist of Z°

plus two jet events, leptoquark candidates, and very small if any backgrounds
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Figure 4.1: Invariant mass distribution of two electron data sample with 25
GeV cut on the electrons

from QCD and Dre]l-¥an. The invariant mass distribution of these remaining

events are shown in figure 4.2. It is clear from figure 4.2 that the invariant

mass of these events are consistent with the invariant mass of the Z°. A cut

of +10 GeV is made around the Z° mass peak which is approximately a 2.5

sigma cut. As a result no events are left in the two electron sample.

The detector background cuts for the electron plus ET plus two jet signal

are more in number, and in combination they are a harsher cut than the ones

for the two electron cut. The need for more detector background cuts for

this signal is due to the ET term in the trigger which is a "magnet" for junk

events coming from anomalous deposits of energy, events with Main Ring

activity, or badly measured jets coming from, for example, jet leakage. In
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Figure 4.2: Invaziant mass distribution of two electron data sample with 25
GeV cut on the electrons and jets

Table 4.3: Off-line cuts used for the two electron plus two jet sample

Number of events in initial sample = 14,780
Cut Description Cut Value # Events

Detector backgrounds (electronic problems) see below) 14,119
Electron quality cuts: 1,040
Isolation for both electrons < 0.15 m

Track match significance for highest Et electron < 10.O --
Number of tracks for highest Et electron < 3
H-matrix Xz for highest Et electron < 100 --
H-matrix Xz for second electron < 150 --
Et for two electrons > 25.0 GeV 725

Et for two jets > 25.0 GeV 7
Invariant mass of the two electrons 81< Mee <101 O
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addition to the detector backgroundcut described for the two electron case,

there are four other types of cuts. First, if the ET is pointing within 0.15

radians of the direction or back-to-back direction of the Main Ring, provided

that the ET is greater than 80 GeV, the event is removed. Events with Main

Ring activity tend to have very large negative/positive deposits of energy in

the coarse hadronic region of the calorimeter next to the Main Ring which

goes through that part of the calorimeter. The last two detector background

cuts are intended to reject those events that have anomalous energy deposits

that occur inside an actual jet or simply have badly measured jets. For the

first three highest Et "jets" with Et greater than 50 GeV if the the ratio of

the energy of the hottest jet cell with the next hottest cell is greater than

15.0, the event is rejected. For the two highest Et jets (from quarks, i.e. jet

list has had electron candidates removed) with Et greater than 25 GeV, if

the differencebetween the azimuthal angle, ¢, of the jet in question and the

Er is less than 0.45 radians, the event is rejected provided that the difference

in the Et of the jet and ET is less than 25 GeV. The electron quality cuts

are the same as those for the highest Et electron of the two electron sample.

These again help in eliminating anomalous deposits of energy in the EM

calorimeter and fake electrons from QCD.

The rest of the cuts are for rejecting physics backgrounds. Requiting an

electron with El greater than 20 GeV is a standard cut for backgrounds to W

coming from, for example, bb production. And whatever is background for
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Figure 4.3: Transverse mass distribution of electron-ET data sample with 20
GeV Et cut on electron, 20 GeV cut on ET , and two jets with Et of 15 and
10 GeV

W's is background for the electron-ET leptoquark signal. A standard ET cut

for W's is also 20 GeV. The distribution for the transverse mass between the

electron and ET for the remaining events in the electron-ET sample after the

detector background, electron quality, and these two kinematic cuts is shown

in figure 4.3 where one can see the characteristic transverse mass distribution

of the W. Remember that this sample was preselected to have two jets with

Ez greater than 15 and 10 GeV. To start eliminating the W background, the

ET was required to be greater than 40 GeV. Two jets with Et greater than 20

GeV are then required, and this cut greatly reduces the W background. What

is left should be W plus two jet events, leptoquark candidates, and a small

contribution from mostly QCD. As seen in the transverse mass distribution
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Figure 4.4: Transverse mass distribution of electron-Er data sample with 20
GeV Et cut on electron and two jets and 40 GeV Et cut on ET

between the electron and ET shown in figure 4.4, almost all the remaining

events have a transverse mass less than 105 GeV/c 2. Since a transverse mass

of 105 GeV/c 2 is consistent with W's, a cut is made here, and one event is

left. This remaining event contains a muon with Et greater than 70 OeV, and

muons with Et greater than 15 GeV are rare in the first family leptoquark

signals; therefore, a cut of 15 GeV for muons is made eliminating the last

event.
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Table 4.4: Off-line cuts used for one electron plus ET plus two jet sample

Number of events in initial sample = 11/_80

Cut Description Cut Value [ # Events

Det_,:to_b,.:kground.(_l_,:tro=:problem,)I (_e_b_low) 5056
Electron quality cuts: 1691
Isolation < 0.15 --

Track match significance < 10.0 --
Number of tracks < 3 --

H-matrix X2 < 100 --
Et for electron > 20.0 GeV 1570

> 40 GeV 425
Et for two jets > 20.0 GeV 98
Electron _T transverse mass cut TMe_ > 105 GeV 1
No muons Et <15.0 GeV 0
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Chapter 5

Analysis

The conclusion from the last chapter on the data selection was that there were

no leptoquark candidates found in either the two electron or electron phs

ET samples. With no candidates, a zero event upper limit on the leptoquark

production cross section can be calcttlated, and with theoretical predictions

on the cross section a lower limit on the mass can be determined. In what

follows the ei_ciencies for the triggers, and the off-line cuts will be calculated

from Monte C_lo _d real data. These emciencies along with the statistical

and systematic errors will be used to derive the upper limit on the cross

section. A choice of theoretical cross section will then be used to determine

a lower limit on the mass of the leptoqu_k and this mass limit will be shown

with its dependence on the brmaching ratio of the leptoquark into electron

plus jet.
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5.1 Monte Carlo

Inordertosetlimitsfromdataon physicalquantitiessuchasthemass for

p_ticlesderivedfromtheoriesbeyondthestandardmodel,theresponseof

thedetectorto thesenew particlesneedstobe simulatedinordertodeter-

mine suchquantitiesliketheacceptanceofthedetectorto theseparticles.

The toolsavmlableforsucha job aredividedintotwo typesofprogra_ns.

The firstgroupaxethephysicsgenerators.Theseprogramsgeneratehard

scatteringsand subsequentproductionofv_ous typesofstandardand non-

standardparticles.Some widelyusedgeneratorsareISAJET, HERWIG [64],

PAPAGENO [65]and PYTHIA [66].The secondgrouparethedetectorsim-

ulators.The most widelyusedisGEANT [67].The DO experimenthasits

own versionofGEANT implementingtheDO geometry.

The ISAJET programand theDO versionofGEANT wereusedtogen-

erateMonte Carloleptoquaxkeventsamples.Thesesampleswerepairpro-

duced,firstgenerationleptoquaxkswhichcoupleexclusivelytofirstgenera-

tionquarksmad leptons.Thesesamplesweregeneratedatleptoquaxkmuses

of60,65,80,90,100,110,120,140,and 160GeV. The sampleswereMso

dividedby thedecaymode oftheleptoqu_rks.The firstsetofsa_mplescon-

tainedtwo leptoqu_rksthateachdecayedintoan electronplusjet.The

secondsethas oneleptoqu_rkdecayingintoa chargedleptonplusjet_mad

theotherleptoquarkdecaysintoa neutrinoplusjet.
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There is no specific mechanism in ISAJET for producing leptoquarks,

but there is a utility in ISAJET for producing supersymmetric squarks. As

discussed in the theory section of chapter 1, the pair production of scalar lep-

toquarks is the same as that of squarks with the exception of gluino exchange

in squark pair production. Therefore, by setting the mass of the gluino in

ISAJET to a very high value, the production of leptoquark pairs can be sim-

ulated, and the leptoquarks can be forced to decay in any manner in which

one wishes.

5.1.1 Distributions for Electrons, Jets, and ET

It may be instructive to consider howthe Monte Carlo signal and the real

data compare in their electron, jet, ET, and mass distributions. In the set of

plots of figure 5.1 are the Et distributions of the two highest Et electrons and

jets for the two electron plus two jet Monte Carlo, 100 GeV mass, leptoquaxk

signal sample. The Monte Carlo GEANT raw data was processed with the

full DO reconstruction and a simulation of the DO trigger. The distributions

for the real two electron data sample with detector background and electron

quality cuts is shown for comparison. The data preselection was applied to

the Monte Carlo to make it and the real data as equivalent as possible in

terms of kinematic constraints. Both the data and Monte Carlo distribu-

tions have been normalized to doe/dEf. The highest electron Et Monte Carlo

has a somewhat larger tail than the data and less so for the next highest
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Et electron. But it is in the distributions for the two highest Et jets that the

difference in the Monte Carlo and the data is more pronounced. It is the cut

on the Et of two jets that rejects most of the Z° background.

The set of plots in figure 5.2 are the corresponding Et distributions to

figure 5.1 for the one electron plus ET plus two jet Monte Carlo, 100 GeV

mass, leptoquaxk signal sample and the electron plus ET data. The Monte

Carlo distributions axe not as distinctly harder than the data distributions as

they axe in the two electron cue, and the background cuts axe consequently

less ei_cient for these variables. The cut on the transverse mass of the electron

and the _T is the cut most responsible for eliminating the W background.

The invaxiant mass distributions for the two electrons in the two electron,

100 GeV mus, leptoquaxk Monte Carlo and two electrons data samples axe

shown in figure 5.3. Also shown in figure 5.3 is the transverse mass dis-

tributio_ for the electron plus _T leptoquaxk, 100 GeV mass, Monte Carlo

and electron plus _T data samples. One can see the usefulness of using

these variables in cutting the relevant backgrounds from the two leptoquaxk

signatures.
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electron data distributions for the firsttwo highest Et electrons and jets
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Figure 5.2: The i00 GeV, one electron plus ET plus two jet, Monte Cazlo znd
electron plus ET data distributions for electron, ET, a.nd first two _ghest
Et jets
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5.2 Eflciencies for a Leptoquark Signal

In terms of the efficiencies the cuts presented in chapter 4 are divided into

two categories. The first is kinematic cuts and the second is quality cuts. The

detector background, particle Et, and angle cuts fall under the first category,

and the off-line electron quality cuts and Level Two isolation and shape cuts

fall under the second category. The reason for this distinction is that while

the Monte Carlo represents real data well for such things as kinematic cuts,

such quantities as jet and electron shapes are not as well mimicked; therefore,

the quality cuts, which depend on the shapes of particles in question, and

their emciencies need to be studied using real collider data. The tracking

efnciency must also be studied with coUider data because the real detector

environment is nosier than the Monte Carlo simulation due to the underlying

event. Also the real tracking detectors suffer HV losses, gain fluctuations,

and other hardware problems not present in the perfect world of the Monte

Carlo.
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5.2.1 Trigger Efficiencies

As mentioned before, the Monte Carlo leptoquark signal samples were pro-

cessed with a simulation of the DO trigger. Information on Level One trigger

towers and global Level One quantities is provided as in coUider data. Also

Level Two information on electron and jet candidates and ET is given, the

same as in coUider data. This information can then be used to determine the

efficiency of the leptoquark samples in terms of the DO trigger. Specifically,

the ei_ciency of the kinematic cuts in Level One and Level Two are deter-

mined. The kinematic thresholds used in Level One and Level Two were

presented in table 4.2 for the three triggers used. The kinematic ei_ciencies,

expressed in percent, after the Level One and Level Two cuts are given in

table 5.1. The ei_ciencies take into account the shifts in the thresholds that

occurred during the run, but the effect of these changes was small. The last

column in table 5.1 is the efficiency for a_ event to pass both triggers B and

C. The importance of this last number will be evident shortly. The binomial

errors on these numbers e_e about ± 1.0%.

The efficiencies for the shape a_d isolation requirements in Level Two

were determined from a sample of W events. First a sample of unbiased

events with respect to electrons in Level Two was selected by requiring the

events to pus a trigger which has a 20 GeV ET threshold at Level One and

one Level One jet tower with Et greater than 7.0 GeV. And the Level Two

requirements were a 20 GeV jet object a_td ET greater than 25 GeV. The
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Table 5.1: Level One plus Level Two trigger kinematic ei_ciencies expressed
as percent; errors are about I_

Leptoquaxk Trigger A Trigger B Trigger C Trigger BNC
Mass E_ciency Eiiiciency Eiliciency Ei_iciency ....

60 GeV/c 2 74 - - -
65 GeV/c 2 - 71 63 57 ....

" 80 GeV/c 2 86 82 76 72,,

90 GeV/c 2 89 83 79 75
100 GeV/c 2 91 87 82 79
110 GeV/c _ 93 89 87 84
120 GeV/c 2 97 91 89 87...........

149 GeV / c2 96 94 93 91
160 GeV / c2 98 - - -....

events were then required to contain at least one electron found with the

off-line data reconstruction with Et greater than 20 GeV and which passed

the off-line quality cuts described in the chapter 4. These electrons were

then matched to Level Two ]_M objects where the match was required to be

within 0.1 r&dians in _band _/and within 10% in energy. One can then ask

the question, which of these good electrons were matched to a Level Two

EM object that passed the Level two shape or isolation cuts. The efHciencies

were determined to be 98%+2% for the shape cuts, 96%+2% for the isolation

cut, and 94%+2% for the combined isolation and shape cuts. For electrons

with Et greater than 20 GeV, the ei_ciency was independent of Et within

the errors.

The tot¢l trigger ei_ciency for the two electron channel is taken to be the

product of the kinematic efficiency for trigger A with either the squaxe of the
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isolation cut efficiency or the product of the shape only efficiency and the

shape plus isolation emciency since the Level Two quality cuts for this trigger

were changed during the run as mentioned in section 4.1.3. The final trigger

emciency for the two electron channel is then the average of the two numbers

just obtained, weighted by the luminosity co]]ected under each condition.

The trigger efficiency for the electron plus ET channel is taken from trig-

gers B and C. As indicated in table 4.2 trigger B had the shape plus isolation

cut for a single electron, and trigger C the shape only cut. One can then

construct the finai trigger efficiency as foUows. Let N8 represent the number

of events that pass trigger B's kinematic requirements, Ne the number of

events that pass trigger C's kinematic requirements, and NBne is the num-

ber of events that pass both B and C's kinematic cuts. If el is the efficiency

for the shape only cut and e2 is the efficiency for the shape plus isolation cut

then the total number of events, Nto,, passing the two triggers can be written
as:

N,o, = NaxE2+NcX_l-N_ncxq (5.1)

or

_tot --" _B X _2 + EC X _I --_BnC X _2

Here es, ec, and eBnC are the trigger kinematic efficiencies respectively for

trigger B, C, mad BNC msgiven in table 5.1. The total trigger efficiencies for

the two leptoqu_k signal searches are given in table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: The total trigger efficiencies in percent for the two electron and
electron plus _T signLl searches

SignLl Sample Trigger Efficiency (%)
two electron, 60 GeV 67.9+2.7
two electron, 80 GeV 78.8+2.1
two electron, 90 GeV 82.5+2.1
two electron, 100 GeV 84.7+2.9

"two electron, 110 GeV 85.9+2.0
two electron, 120 GeV 89o5_-2.0
two electron, 140 GeV 88.6+2.0
two electron, 160 GeV 90.6+2.0

....electron-ET , 65 GeV 75.5+1.7
electron-ET , 80 GeV 83.6+2.1
electron-ET , 90 GeV 84.7+2.2
electron-ET , 190 GeV 87.6+2.3
electron-ET , 110 GeV 89.9+2.2
electron-.ET , 120 GeV 91.0+2.2
electron-ET , 140 GeV 93.1+2.1- . ....
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5.2.2 Reconstruction Efficiencies

Again, the efficiency for the off-line kinematic cuts can be determined by ap-

plying them to the Monte Carlo. To determine the e_ciency for the electron

quality cuts and tracking, both the two electron (with photons) and elec-

tron plus ET preselected data samples, described at the beginning of chap-

ter 4, were used. To determine the electron quality cut emciency, a sample

of events with detector background cuts and two electrons with Et greater

than 20 GeV was selected from the two electron sample. The invariant mass

distribution of the two electrons was then plotted and fitted from 60 GeV/c 2

to 120 GeV/c 2 with a Breit-Wigner plus first order polynomial functional

form given in equation 5.2.

As

F(M,,) = (M_,- B2) 2 + M_eC2 % D x M_ + E (5.2)

Here, M_ is the two electron invariant mass; A is the square root of the

overall normalization to the Breit-Wigner; B is the value of M_ at the peak

of the Breit-Wigner; C is the width of the Breit-Wigner, and D and E are

respectively the slope and intercept of the straight line fit to the background.

The fit is shown in figure 5.4 for the data before any quality cuts are applied.

As seen in figure 5.4 the background to the Z° signal is substantial and is

fit rather well with the straight line. One sees in figure 5.5 that ai'ter the

quality cuts used in the two electron data selection described in chapter 4 are
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applied, the background is greatly diminished. The values of the parameters

to the fits before and after the electron quality cuts are given in table 5.3.

Also given in the table is the goodness of fit X2. The value of the parameter

B in table 5.3 is about 91.2 GeV/c 2, the Z° mass, in all fits. The width of the

Breit-Wigner for the two fits are ahnost within one standard deviation from

each other. It was decided, to reduce the errors, to fix the value of parameter

B to 91.2 GeV/c 2 and the parameter C to a weighted by error average value

of 5.8 GeV/c 2 and refit the distributions with only A, D, and E as free

parameters. The vaJue of the parameters for the new fit for the single and

combined electron quality cuts are given in table 5.4 along with the goodness

of fit, which changed little from the fuU fit. Note that the combined quality

cuts applied to the one electron in the electron plus ET data sample during

the data selection were applied presently to both electrons in the two electron

sample in order to calculate the efficiency for the quality cuts in the electron

plus ET data selection. This simply means that for the second electron, the

H-matrix X2 cut was 100 rather than 150 as it is in the two electron data

selection, and the tracking cuts were applied to the second electron as well.

Also note that for the combined quality cuts for the two electron signal the

fitted parameters were determined from a sample of Z°'s with Et cut of 25

GeV on the electrons for consistency. The relevant parameter A for this case

before the cuts was determined to be 5325+122 rather than 5299±132 given

in table 5.4.
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Table 5.3: Paxmmeters for the fit of the Breit-Wigner function to two electron
data for vsxious electron quality cuts

Qu_lltycut A B C
None 5900+532 91.2+0.2 6.7+0.8

Isolation<0.15 5964±330 91.4+0.2 6.8+0.5

H-matrixX_<100 5210±242 91.4±0.2 6.2±0.4

H-matrixX_<150 5611±254 91.4±0.2 6.4±'0.4
# tracks<3 5709±359 91.1±0.2 6.6±0.5.....

TrackSignificance<35319±289 91.3±0.2 6.1+0.4

Two electronsignal
combinedqualitycuts 4404±208 91.4±0.2 5.3±0.4

Electron-ETsignal
combinedqualitycuts 4356±210 91.3±0.2 5.4±0.4

Quality cut D E X2
None -0.68±0.04 86.5±4.4 1.0
Isolation<0.15 -0.30±0.03 37.3±2.9 0.93

H-matrixX2<I00 -0.03±0.01 3.3±1.3 0.64q

H-matrixX2<150 -0.05±0.02 5.6+1.5 0.68

# tracks<3 -0.42±0.0354.9±3.4 0.90

TrackSignificance<3-0.24±0.0229.7±2.5 0.93

Two electronsignal
combinedqualitycuts 0.0±0.01 0.0±1.0 0.78

Electron-ETsignal

combinedqualitycuts 0.0±0_01 0.0±1.0 0.69
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Table5.4:PaxaanetersforthefitofBreit.Wignertotwo electrondatawith
reducednumber ofpara_meters

....QualityCut A D E _2
-None 5299+132 -0-69+0-0488.7±3.9 1.0

Isoiation<0.15 5336+117 -0.30+0.0338.9±2.7 1.0

H-matrixX2<100 5001+104 -0103±0'01 3.5±1.2 0.65

It-matrix X2 <150 5228+105 -0.05±0.01 6_1±1.4 0.72
"#tracks<3 5182±125 -0.44±0.03 56.8±312 0.91
":Track Significance<3 5144+115 -0125±0.02 30.1±2.3 0.91

Two electron signal
combinedcuts 4634±104 0±0.01 0±1.0 0.81

-..

Electron-ET signal
combinedcuts 4557±103 0+0.01 0+1.0 0.71

The ef_ciencyfor¢ny cutwouldbe theratioofthenumber oftrueZ°'s

afterand beforethecut.One caJngetthenumber ofZ°'s,backgroundsub-

tracted,by integratingthe Breit-Wignerportionofequation5.2withthe

fittedvaluesofthepara_neters.The Breit-Wignerfunctionwag integrated

usingthemethod ofcalculusofresiduescud isgiveninequation5.3.

2_rA2

Area(= #events)= 4B2C_ 2C3 (5.3)

Since the value of the parameters B and C were kept constcut, the ef_ciency

for a given cut is just the ratio of the square of the parameter A. The efficiency

for the vs_ous electron quality cuts discussed are given in table 5.5. The

ei_ciencies for the individual cuts are for the cuts applied to both of the

electrons in the two electrons smmple. To get the single electron efnciency
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Table 5.5: EfEciency for electron quality cuts applied to both electrons in
the two electron sample given in percent

Quality Cut EiBciency Error
Isolation < 0.i5 100 6.8

H-mat_ X2 < i00 89.1 5.8
H-mStrixx 2 < 150 97.3 6.2
# tracks < 3 95.6 6.6

Track Significance < I0 94.2 6.3
Two electron sample
combined quality cuts 75.7 4.8

-Eiectron-ET sample
combined quality cuts 74.0 5.0...................

take the square root of the double electron eiBciency. The efBciency for the

combined quality cuts in the two electron data selection is that given in

table 5.5; however, the e_ciency for the one electron in the electron plus

ET data selection is the square root of the number given in table 5.5 or

86.0:t:2.9%.

Since electrons are required to have tracks, an efnciency for finding these

tracks must be determined. As mentioned in chapter 4 the preselected two

electron sample also contained events with one photon and one electron or

two photons. A certain number of electrons from Z° will be identified as

photons if the tracking is not 100% e/_cient. By looking at the invariant

mass distribution of two electron events and the one electron plus one pho-

ton events and counting the number of Z°'s in each distribution, one can

determine the tracking e/_ciency. The two electron and one electron plus
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Table 5.6: Parameters of fit of equation 5.2 to two electron and one electron
plus one photon data

Sample A B C D E X2
Two electron 4829:1:228 91.5±0.2 5.8±0.4 0:f:0.01 0±I.0 0.91

Electron-photon 3439-/-256 90.9±0.3 6.4:f:0.6-0.02_0.0i 3.2+1.2 0.98

Table 5.7: Parameters from refit of equation 5.2 to the two electron and one
electron plus one photon data with reduced number of parameters

Sample A D E _2
Two electron ..... 4928±106 0+0.01 0±1.0 0.95

Electron-phot0n 3288+i12 -0.03±0.01 3.6±1.1 _).97

one photon distributions were fitted with equation 5.2. These distributions

and their fits are shown in figure 5.6. Detector background cuts and electron

quality cuts, H-matrix X2 and isolation, were applied to both data samples.

Also an Et cut of 25 GeV was applied to both electrons and photons. The

value of the fitted parameters are given in table 5.6 along with their goodness

of fit. Again the value of the fitted mass of the Z° peak is averaged to 91.2

from both fits and the values of the parameters C are within one standard

deviation. So the two distributions were refitted with the B parameter set

to 91.2 and the C parameter set to the weighted average value of 6.03. The

value of the parameters of the resulting refit with their goodness of fit are

given in table 5.7.

The single electron tracking efficiency, given the number of Z°'s found in

the two electron distribution and found in the one electron plus one photon
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distribution, is given by equation 5.4 where the number of two electron Z°'s

is N_ and the number of electron - photon Z°'s is N_.

2 (5.4)e,,o_ = N.

With the values of the parameters B and C in equation 5.3 fixed, the ratio

is equal (_')2. Therefore, the single electron tracking emciency
is

81.8-1- 1.2%. Applying a 20 GeV cut on the electron and photons results in

an efficiency that is not statistically different from the efficiency given.

Because in the Monte Carlo the tracking efficiency is not 100%, it is

necessary to determine this efficiency and factor it out of the total efficiency

when applying the tracking efficiency determined from the data. Following

the same procedure as described for the data the single electron tracking

efficiency was determined from a sample of Monte Carlo Z events. It was

determined to be 95.0+0.74%.

The last consideration in determining the efficiency for the electron qual-

ity cuts is what happens to these cuts for a good electron as it gets closer

to a jet. The efficiencies for the quality cuts were derived from a sample of

Z° which consisted mostly of events with two electrons and no jets; whereas,

leptoquark events have at least two jets in addition to the one or two elec-

trons. For electrons, coming from leptoquarks, which are far enough away

from any jet, which are most of the leptoquark electrons, the efficiency for



the quality cuts calculated from the Z° sample is sufficient. However, this

method may not be completely sumcient for those electrons near jets. In

terms of calorimeter based quantities such as the isolation and H-matrix X 2

variable, one would expect that as more energy from the jet overlapped with

the energy of the electron that these quantities would increase indicating a

degraded electron quantity. This effect would become greater as a given elec-

tron and jet draws closer together or as the jet energy increases or electron

energy decreases.

To study this effect the electron - ET sample was used. First, a subset of

this sample was selected with the detector background cuts and a Et cut of

20 GeV on the electron and the first two highest Et jets to make the data

sample look more llke leptoquarks. The ET has a cut of 20 GeV from the

preselection of the data discussed in chapter 4. Next, this subset of events is

divided into two parts. The first part are those events that have the electron

within 0.7 in R of any of the first four highest Et jets. The second part

consist of the remaining events. The idea is to see how the fraction of R <

0.7 events changes ss the electron quality cuts are applied to the full subset.

Two usumptions need to be made in order to make sense of the results.

First, those good electrons with 11 > 0.7 are a_ected the same as those

electrons from the Z° sample by the electron quality cuts. This is buics_ly

by definition. Secondly, the fake or bad electrons in either the P_ > 0.7 or R

< 0.7 groups axe ef[ected the same by the quality cuts; that is to say that a
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fake electron in the R > 0.7 group is just as likely to fail one of the cuts as a

fake electron in the R < 0.7 group. This second assumption was determined

to be reasonably true by applying the isolation cut for those events of both

groups that had an "electron" with a H-matrix value greater than 100; the

fraction of R <: 0.7 events remained constant within errors. This assumption

is at least is conservative. In other words the e/_ciency for good electrons

near jets will be less if the fake electrons are also failing the quality cuts

more often due to the presence of jets near them. So, if good electrons are

unaffected by the close proximity of a jet, then the fraction of R <: 0.7 events

should remain unchanged as the electron quality cuts are applied. If the good

electrons are being cut due to the presence of the jets, then the ratio of the

fraction of R _ 0.7 events after and before a given cut can be interpreted as

the additional ine/_ciency for electrons that come within 0.7 in 1_ of a jet.

The fraction of R <: 0.7 events before and after each successive quality cut

is given in table 5.8. The number of events lost after each cut is cumulative.

Also given are the e/_ciencies of the quality cuts due to the presence of jets.

The efficiency for the H-matrix X2 <: 1,50 is for substituting this cut for them

H-matrix X2 <: 100 cut; so, the cumulative emciency for this cut includes in

addition only the isolation cut. The efficiency quoted for the H-matrix X 2 cut

of 150 corresponds to the additional efficiency for a second highest Et electron

,'omin_ near a jet. The eiBciency quoted after the track significance cut of

I0.0 is the _dditional efficiency for the highest Et electron coming near a jet.
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Table 5.8: The fraction of events in the R < 0.7 part of the W sample with
detector background cuts a_nd20 GeV Et cut on electron, jets and ET for
each successive qu_ity cut and efficiency for each cut

Quality cut Fraction of R < 0.7 events % Efficiency
None 0.201 -

,, ,

Isolation < 0.15 0.123 61.5±6.9

H-matrix X2 < 100 0.106 52.?±8.0
H-matrix X_ < 150 0.114 56.7±?.6

# tracks < 3 0.101 50.2±7.95
Track Significance < 10 0.076 38.0±7.7

This para/lels the definition of the quality cuts for the highest Et electron

and second highest Et electron. The same analysis was done with a tighter

R cut of 0.5 and it was found that the efficiencies decreased as expected.

To determine the full and final efficiency for each of the leptoquark signal

samples, each sample is divided into three sets. The first set has two electrons

(one electron for the electron- _T leptoquaxk samples) that are isolated from

the first four highest Et jets, i.e. It > 0.7. The next set has one electron

that is not isolated, and the third has two electrons (for the two electron

leptoquark sample) that are not isolated. The number of events surviving

the kinematic cuts (trigger and of-line I was evaluated for each set of each

sample. These are given in table 5.9. Column A is the total number of events

in the sample. Column B is the number of events that pass the trigger and

off-line kinematic cuts and have two electrons that are isolated (R>0.7).

Column C is the number of events, weighted by the near-a-jet efficiency for

one electron (38% for the highest Et electron and 56.7% for the next highest
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Et electron), that have one electron within 0.7 in R of any Of the first four

highest Et jets with Et > 15 GeV and that passes the kinematic cuts. And

column D is the number of events with two electrons within 0.7 in R of any

of the first four highest Et jets with Et > 15 GeV. The number of events in

column D are weighted by the product of the near-a-jet emciencies for the

highest Et electron and next highest Et electron (38.0%x56.7% = 21.5%).

The near-a-jet efficiencies came from table 5.S. Column E is the total number

of events surviving the kinematic cuts where the eIBciencies for the Level

Two shape and isolation cuts have been included. The errors in columns

B through C come from the binomial errors in the kinematic cuts and the

statistical error for the electron isolation weights. Column F is the percent

total kinematic eiBciency (including the Level two shape and isolation cut

ei_ciencies) for each sample. The effect of near-a-jet e_ciency is less than

10% in the total ei_ciency; therefore, the uncertainty in calculation of the

near-a-jet efnciency has a negligible effect on the overall results even if the

uncertainty is large.

The remaining eiBciencies from the tracking (data and Monte Carlo) and

electron quality cuts are lumped into two multiplicative factors, one for the
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T&ble 5.9: The (off-fine and trigger ) kinematic e/_ciency for leptoqusrk sam-
ples with weighting of portions of samples according to geometric isolstion
of electrons

Sample A B C D E F(%)
ee, 60 GeV/c 2 598 28+5.2 2.27+1.2 0.22:1:0.22 28.14-4.9 4.7±0.82,

ee, 80 GeV/c 2 898 94+9.1 7.38+2.1 0.22+0.22 93.7-1-8.6 10.4+0.92
ee, 90 GeV/c 2 901 134+11 12.5+2.9 0.22+0.22 135+10 15.0:t:1.1
ee, 100 GeV/c 2 899 148+11 15.5+3.2 0.43+0.32 151+11 16.8+1.2
ee, 110 GeV/c _ 887 168+12 16.4+3.5 0.864-0.48 171-1-11 19.3+1.3
ee, 120 GeV/c 2 897 180-1-12 19.5+3.8 0.654-0.4 184+12 20.6+1.3
ee, 140 GeV/c 2 899 210+13 20.6+3.9 0.65+0.4 213+12 23.7+1.4
ee, 160 GeV/c 2 893 252+13 16.5:t:3.5 0+0 248+13 27.?±1.5
e-u, 6,5GeV/c 2 2874 42+6.4 6.1+2.0 47.0+6.8 1.64+0.24
e-u, 80 GeV/c 2 1400 61+7.6 2.66±1.1 62.4+7.7 4.45+0.55
e-u, 90 GeV/c 2 900 54+7.1 1.14+0.7 - 54.0±7.0 6.0+0.78
e-u, I00 GeV/c 2 898 72+8.1 2.66+1.1 - 73.1+8.1 8.14+0.9

e-u, 110 GeV/c 2 999 92+9.1 4.94+1.7 - 94.9±9.3 9.5+0.9
e-u, 120 GeV/c 2 900 104+9.6 5.32+1.8 - 107+9.8 11.9-/-1.1
e-u, 140 GeV/c 2 900 147+11 10.6+2.9 - 154+12 17.2+1.3
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two electron case and one for the electron "_T case. These are expressed in

equations 5.5 and 5.6.

/ _track \ 2

_tot _ | _'dot,.| _elec. qual. (5.5)

= 0.56 + .04

[ _track \"

_tot _. / _dot° | _elec. qual. (5.6)

= 0.74 ± .03

The final effciencies are given in table 5.10. Column A indicates the efficiency

factor, equation 5.5 or 5.6, used in the calculation. Column B is the final

percent efficiency. Column C is the total statistical error in percent defined

as the error in the efficiency divided by the effciency.

5.3 Error Analysis

In the previous section the total statistical errors were given. Their sources

were binomial errors from the counting of events passing the kinematic cuts

and the errors on the fits of the two electron and electron - ET data used to

study the tracking and electron quality cut effciencies. In order to calculate

the upper limit on the cross section the systematic errors and error on the

luminosity must be considered.
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Table 5.10: Final efliciencies with total statistical errors for the leptoquark
signal samples

Sisnal sample A B(%) C(%)
TWOelectron, 60 GeV/c 2 _tot 2.63±0.5 18.9t:ee

Two electron, 80 GeV/c 2 _tot 5.82±0.66 11.4{:ee

Two electron, 90 GeV/c 2 _tot 8.46±0.87 10.3¢:ee

Two electron, 100 (_eV/c 2 _tot 9.47±0.95 ]0.1eee

TWOelectron, li0 GeV/c2 _tot 10.8±1.06 9.8{:ee

Two electron, 120 GeV/c 2 eee-t°t11.6±1.1 9.6
Two electron, 140 GeV/c _ ce_-t°t13.3±1.2 9.3

Two electron, 160 (_eV/c 2 eee-t°t15.5±1.4 8.9
Electron ET, 65 GeV/c _ _tot 1121±0.18 14.9- ee_ ,

Electron ET , 80 GeV/c 2 _tot 3.28±0.42 12.9- teV

Electron _T , 90 GeV/c _ _tot 4.42±0.6 13.6 ...." Ce_

Electron - ET , 100 GeV/c _ e_,,-t°t5.99±0.7 ii.7
Electron ET , 110 GeV/c 2 _cot 6.99±0:73 10.4- tev

Electron ET 120GeV/c 2 _tot 8176±0.88 10.0" , {:e_

Electron _T , 140 GeV/c 2 _tot 12.7±1.07 ! 8.4" {:e_ '
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The systematic errors come from the uncertainty in the electron told jet

energy scales and in the electron and ET resolutions since the resolutions in

the MC are somewhat better than in real data. As discussed in chapter 4

the ET resolution was given as a second order polynomial. The error on

the jet energy scale was determined to be about on average 9% for the two

electron sample and 6% for the electron- ET sample. This was determined by

changing the jet energy scale correction by the plus and minus errors on that

correction and determining the average effect on the data. The uncertainty

in the EM scale correction is small, about 0.4%. The resolution for electrons

in the Monte Carlo is a little better than that meMured from the data. An

additional resolution of 0.051x v_t was added to the Monte Carlo electrons.

The jet energy resolution in both the d&ta and Monte Carlo is about the same;

so, it is not included in the calculation of the systematic errors. Applying

the errors in the jet energy scale, electron energy scale, and ET resolution

to the background had no effect since the backgrounds are small. However,

applying all the errors and resolutions to the Monte Carlo signal samples as

shifts in the jet and electron energies and ET , the systematic errors in the

e/_ciencies were calculated to be between 3% and 15% for the electron plus

ET signal sample and between 2% and 7% for the two electron signal sample.

The smaller systematic errors correspond to the larger leptoquark masses.
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Table 5.11: Total errors for leptoquark signal samples in percent

Signal sample Total error(%)
Two electrons, 60 GeV/c 2 23.6
Two electrons, 80 GeV/c 2 19.0
Two electrons, 90 GeV/c 2 16.6
Two electrons, 100 GeV/c 2 16.7
Two electrons, 110 GeV/c 2 16.3
Two electrons, 120 OeV/c 2 15.5
Two electrons, 140 OeV/c _ 15.3
Two electrons, 160 GeV/C 2 15.0
Electron- ET , 65 GeV/c 2 24.0
Electron- ET, 80 GeV/C 2 19.3
Electron- ET , 90 OeV/c 2 19.4
Electron - ET , 100 OeV/c 2 17.5
Electron - ET , 110 GeV / c2 16.2
Electron - ET , 120 OeV/c 2 15.9
Electron - _T , 140 GeV/c _ 14.9

The systematic error on the luminosity is reported to be 12% [68]. Adding

the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature, the total error is given in

table 5.11 in percent for each signal sample.

5.4 Upper Limit on leptoquark Cross Sec-

tion

From Poisson statistics for zero events observed, the upper Limit at 95%

CL on the mean number of leptoquark events expected is 3.0 provided that

there are no statistical or systematic errors. Then the upper limit on the
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cross section for leptoquark pair production for the two electron signature is

given as •

3.0

c,= L x x (5.7)

L is the integrated luminosity, e is the total eIBciency calculated for a given

leptoquark Monte Carlo signal sample, and _ is the branching ratio of a lep-

toquark into an electron plus jet (quark). Equation 5.8 shows the equivalent

relation for the electrons plus ET signature.

3.0

" -- Z, x e x 2_(I - _) (5.8)

To include the errors in the estimate of the upper limit on the cross sec-

tion, one can consider the calculated value of L x e u an unbiaaed estimation

for the mean of a gaussian distribution with a standard deviation equal to

some error on Lxe, ,(Lx e). The £ractional error on ,(Lx e), ,(Lx e)/L x e, is

equal to the total error given in table 5.11. This gaussian can be convoluted,

integrating over the interval -oo < L x e < oo (effectively 0 <: L x e < oo),

with the Poisson probability distribution function for zero events observed.

From this integration a modified Poisson probability distribution function for

zero observed events results [69]. And from this function a modified value

for the average number of events expected for any confidence level can be de-

termined. The 95% CL upper limit on the mean number of events expected

with no events observed is given in table 5.12. Also given in table 5.12 is the
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Table 5.12: The upper limit at a 95% CL for the number of events expected
and the leptoquark production cross section times _2 for each two electron
plus two jet signal samples and the leptoquark production cross section times
2_(I - _) for the electron plus _T plus two jet signal samples

Signal Sample # events Upper Limit !pb)
Two electron, 60 GeV/c 2 3.31 8.39
Two electronl 80 GeV/c _ 3.18 3.64
Two electron, 90 GeV/c 2 3.13 2.47
Two electron, 100 GeV/c 2 3.13 2.20

Two electron, 110 GeV/c _ 3.13 1.92
Two electron, 120 GeV/c 2 3.11 i.80 ....
Two electron, 140 GeV/c 2 3.11 ...... 1.56

TWo electron, 160 GeV/c 2 3.10 1.33 ............
Electron- ET, 65 GeV/c 2 3.31 18.2
Electron - ET , 80 GeV/c 2 3.18 6.47
Electron- ET, 90 GeV/c 2 3.19 4.81
Electron - _T , i00 Gev/c 2 3.15 3.51
Electron- ET, ii0 GeV/c 2 3.12 2.98
Electron - ET , 120 GeV/c 2 3.12 2.37
Electron- _T , 140 GeV/c 2 3.10 1.63 ...........

upper limit on the production cross section times _2 for the two electron plus

two jet signature and the upper limit on the production cross section times

2_(I - _) for the electron plus ET plus two jet signature. The integrated

luminosity used was L--15pb -I.

5.5 Lower Limit on Leptoquark Mass

The upper limit on the cross section for pair production of leptoquarks for

the two electron plus jets signal vs leptoquark mass is plotted in figure 5.7
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ss the solid line. A 100% branching of leptoquark into electron plus quark

was chosen. If s theoretlcal cross section for the pLir production of scalar

leptoquarks is over-lsyed on top of this ss shown in the figure ss s duhed

line; then, the intersection of the two curves gives the lower limit on the

mass of the leptoquark for & 100% branching into electron plus quark. In

this case the lower limit on the mass is 139 GeV/c 2. For the theoretical cross

section the KMRSB0 structure functions were selected, and the value of the

momentum transfer was taken to equ_l the subprocess center of mus energy

i.

For the electron plus ET plus jets signal the upper limit on the leptoquark

cross section is plotted vs the leptoquark mass in figure 5.8. A 50% branching

of leptoquark into electron plus quark was chosen l'or this case to show the

lowest upper limit on the cross section. Again, the theoretical cross section

is over-lsyed ss the dashed line, and here the intersection of the two curves,

109 GeV/c _, is the lower mass limit for s 50% branching of the leptoquark

into electron plus quark for this signature.

By scaling the upper limit on the cross section by the appropriate factors

of the branching ratio, the lower limit on the mass of the leptoquark vs

branching ratio can be determined. Table 5.13 has the lower limits on the

mass at vm'ious v_ues of the branching ratio for both the two electron and

electron- ET signatures. Also given in table 5.13 is the combined lower mus
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Table 5.13: Lower Unfits on the mass of the leptoquark for various values of
the branching ratio

2e signal (GeV/c 2) e-_T signal (GeV/c 2) Combined U_t (GeV/c 2)
0.075 - - 65
0.1 - - 79

0.12 - 82 85
0.15 - 87 93
0.2 - 95 102
0.25 61 - 108

,,,,

0.3 72 105 113
0.4 92 108 121
0.5 102 109 129

,,,

0.6 112 108 134
0.7 119 105 137
0.8 126 95 138
0.85 87 138
0.88 82 138
0.9 133 - 138
1.0 139 - 139
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limit from the two electron plus jets and electron plus ET plus jets searches.

The upper limit on the cross section was calculated according to equation 5.9.

nave

- (5.9)
-- Eel/ X n

where

e_f! = /_2 x e_ + 2/_(i -/_) x e_"

Here @e is the total ei_ciency calculated from the two electron Monte Carlo

leptoquark signal samples _nd ee_ is the total efficiency calculated from the

electron - _T Monte Carlo ieptoquark signs] samples, n aug is the average

upper limit on the number of events expected at a given leptoquark mass.

The numbers given in table 5.13 are plo_,_ed in figure 5.9 as branching

ratio vs leptoquLrk mass. The regions in the _ vs Mass space left of the

three curves are the excluded regions for the two electron, electron - ET ,

and combined limits. As one can see, the mass of the leptoqusrk from the

combined limit is excluded up to 139 GeV/c 2 for a branching of 100% into

electrons and 129 GeV/c 2 for a 50% branching into electrons. The v_lue of

the branching fraction has been excluded down to the value of 0.075 for a

mass limit of 65 GeV/c 2.
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5.6 Backgrounds

To complete the analysis a discussion of the backgrounds is needed even

though no events were observed. If more background is expected passing

the cuts than found, then there may be a problem with the analysis. As

mentioned in chapter 4 the major background contributors to the two electron

signal are Z°'s and _," plus two or more jets and QCD, where in events with

four for more jets, two of the jets fluctuate into electromagnetic showers. For

the electron plus ET signal the dominate backgrounds are W's plus two or

more jets, QCD where one of the jets in a three or more jet event fluctuates

into an electromagnetic shower and the energy of one or more of the jets

is badly measured (or simply due to jet energy fluctuations) such that an

significant ET is produced, and bb production where the b's decay simi-

leptonically. In order to try to estimate these backgrounds, Monte Carlo was

used for the Z°'s, W's and b'S and real data was used for the QCD because

it is very dii_icu]t to produce enough of the QCD background with Monte

Carlo methods.
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5.6.1 Monte Carlo Generated Backgrounds

Monte Carlo was used to estimate the backgrounds coming from Z°, 7" plus

two jets for the two electron plus two jet leptoquark signal. The physics

generator used was version 3.67 of PAPAGENO, where Z° plus two jets and

Drell-Yan plus two jet samples were generated. Each sample had a 25 GeV

cut on the Et of the electrons and the jets. The total cross section for the

Z° plus two jet events with the 25 GeV Et cuts was 0.71 pb. The total cross

section with inv_riant mass between 81 and 101 GeV/c 2 was 0.70 pb leaving

1.0 × 10-2 pb outside this mass rauge. If the efHciencies for the electron

quality cuts, tracking, and trigger were applied to the 0.70 pb, then with 15

pb -1 of data one would expect to see about 4.9 events. Seven events were

seen in the data; this is reasonably close to the predicted value. Assuming

a deficit in the Monte Carlo, all the cross sections from PAPAGENO for the

Z° and DreU-Yan plus two jet events were gcaled by the factor 7/4.9 : 1.4 to

estimate the number of background events to the two electron plus two jet

leptoquark signal that should be expected after all the background cuts. The

total cross section for Drel]-Yan plus two jet events with Et cuts of 25 GeV on

the electrons and jets with the inv_'iant mass being outside of the range 81

to 101 GeV/c 2 was determined by generating samples of DreU-¥_ plus two

jet events at specific values of the invaxiant mass, which is how PAPAGENO

generates Drell-Yan plus jet events. MLsses that were a multiple of 10 were

used. The value of the cross section between these masses were interpolated.
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The cross section for DrelI-Ysn plus two jets with invariant mass between

5 and 81 and between 101 and 200 GeV/c 2 were summed. The tots] cross

section from Drell-Yan plus two jet outside of the 81 to 101 GeV/c 2 mass cut

WaS 2.0 X 10 -2 pb. The gives a total from DreU-Yan and Z°'s of 3.0 x 10 -2

pb outside of the mass cut of 81 to 101 GeV/c 2. Multiplying by the above

emciencies and scale factor, one would expect 0.3 events in 15 pb -1 of dst&.

This is consistent with the zero events seen. Lowering the Et cuts to 20

GeV, two events from the d&t&were found to paSs the background cuts. The

corresponding number of events predicted from PAPAGENO waS 1.2 events.

The bb background waS studied [70] using ISAJET Monte Carlo. From s

sample of 350,000 bb events only 3 passed the kinematic cuts for the electron

plus Er plus two jet signal search. The cross section for the 350,000 event

sample waS 14.3 nb. None of the three events paSsed the electron quality

cuts. It was estimated that the quality cuts give aa additional rejection

factor of about 45 for electrons coming from the decay of b quarks. The 95%

CL number of events to expect in the 15 pb -1 of coUldst data is 3/350,000

x 14.3 nb x 15 pb-1 x 1/45 = 0.041 events.
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5.6.2 Background Studies from Data

The expected number of events coming from QCD where one or more of

the jets fluctuates into a fake electron must be derived from data. The

probability for jets faking electrons has been studied [71]. For the quality

cuts and Et cuts used, the probability per jet of a jet faking an electron is

about 1 x 10-3. The cross section for four or more jets with Et greater than
l

20 GeV is about 25 x 103 pb [72]. For two jets faking electrons this give in 15

pb-1 of dat_ 10-6 x 25 x 103 pb x 15pb -l = 0.04 events. So, from QCD there

are about 0.04 background events to the two electron plus two jet leptoquark

signal, which again is consistent with the zero events seen.

For the electron plus ET plus two jet leptoquark signal, the QCD back-

ground comes in the form of one jet from a three or more jet event faking

an electron and a badly measured jet producing suiBcient ET • The rejec-

tion factor for a three jet event giving ET greater than 40 GeV is about

100. The cross section for three jet events with a 20 GeV Et cut on the

jets is about 3.0 x 105 pb. So the number of event to expect in 15 pb-1

is 10-3 x 10-2 x3.0 x 105pb x 15pb -1 : 45 events. These 45 events are

distributed in the transverse mass of the fake electron and ET . They would

tend to have a transverse mass less than 60 GeV. To get a fa_e electron -

ET transverse mass above 105 GeV/c 2 would require st least a combined

fake electron Et and ET of 105 GeV. This would mean at least two orders of
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magnitude in rejection leaving st most s conservative estimate of shout 0.5

events passing the background cuts.

The background for the electron plus ET leptoquark signal coming from

W plus two jets warndetermined moatly from real data, but some help from

Monte Carlo simulations of this background wM also needed. BMicaliy, sn

estimate for cross section for W plus two jet event with sn Et cut of 20 GeV

for all objects wu obtained from the meuured cross sections in reference [73].

This estimate wu 25 pb. The ei_ciencies for W plus two jets events for

the kinematic cuts used in the electron plus _r plus jets leptoquark search

(except the Et cuts on the electrons, jets and ET already made on the W

data) were determined from a sample of W plus two jet VECBOS [74] Monte

Carlo. The electron quality cut efficiencies used are those already determined

and presented. The total ei_ciency is 3.5 x 10-3. In 15 pb -1 the number of

W plus two jet events is then 25 pb x 3.5 x 10-3 x 15 pb-1 -- 1.3 events. The

total error on this estimate is rather large, shout 48%.
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5.6.3 Summary of Backgrounds

The background studies can be summarized as follows. The background

to the two electron plus two jet leptoquark signature came mostly from Z°

plus two jets, Drell-Yau plus two jets, and QCD with fake electrons. The

sum total background expected from these sources was 0.34 events which is

consistent with the zero events observed. The backgrounds for the electron

plus _T plus two jet leptoquark signal were W plus two jets, bb production,

and QCD with fake electron and ET. The total expected background is less

than 1.84 events. The error in these estimates ie large, about one event; so,

the 1.84 events expected is not inconsistent with the zero events seen.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In conclusion, no signal for leptoquarks was observed in either the two elec-

tron plus two jet or electron plus ET plus two jet signatures for 15 pb -1

of data collected with the DO detector at Fermilab. As a result a substan-

tial portion of the _ vs leptoquark mass space was excluded. Specifically,

for a 100% branching of leptoquark into electron plus quark, _ = 1.0, the

least massive a first generation leptoquark can be is about 139 GeV/c 2. For

= 0.5 the mass limit is 129 GeV/c 2. The value of _ has be excluded down

to about 0.075 for a mass limit of 65 GeV/c 2.

This thesis has been devoted to the search for a scalar leptoquark. How-

ever, one may be more motivated to search for a vector leptoquark since all

known forces are mediated by vector particles. The cross section for these

vector leptoquarks is not readily available. However, theorist have begun to

calculate the cross section and have found that it is somewhat larger than
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the cross section for scalar leptoqu,_rks. If the cross section for vector lepto-

quarks is assumed to be twice that of scalar leptoquarks, we could set a limit

for vector leptoquarks also, since the signature and acceptance for the vec-

for leptoquark should be very similar to that of the scalar leptoquark. The

mass limit for a vector leptoquark given the present acceptance for scalar

leptoquarks would be something around 150 to 160 GeV/c 2 depending on

the branching fraction into electrons.

Before the turn of the next century with the implementation of Fermi-

lab's main injector, yearly integrated luminosity in the hundreds pb -_ are

expected. Either ]eptoquarks will be found with this amount of luminosity

or the mass limits will be pushed to about 250 GeV with something like 500

pb-I of data. If the discovery is not to be made at Fermilab then the SSC

has a very good chance. Theoretical cross sections [75] at the SSC energy of

40 TeV are about a factor of four orders of magnitude greater than the cross

sections at 2 TeV at a mass of 250 GeV/c 2. Indeed, the field is rich for the

discovery of new physics at the SSC.
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Appendix A

Parameterization of the Longitudinal

Development of Hadron Showers in the DO

Calorimeter

The longitudinal development of hadronic showers was parameterized using

the Bock parameterization [77]. The data used consisted of 75 and 125

GeV pions at a value of _ of 2.3, and 50 and 100 GeV pions at an _ of

2.55 for maximum shower confinement. These data were taken during the

Load One test beam. The parameterization was minimized with respect to

the data using MINUIT {76]. The fitted parameters were then used in the

parameterization to simulate the data.
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The following parsmeterization was used.

Eo W(,. B) (A-t) exp -''_ d(a. B) + (A.I)
dE -" P(A--'-)

E0 (1 - W)(t. D) (c-i) exp -t'_ d(t. 9)r(c)

The parameters to be fitted are A, B, C, D, and W. The number of radiation

lengths is s, and t is the number of interaction lengths, both measured from

the origin of the shower. Therefore, the electromagnetic part of the shower is

parsmeterized by the first term in the equation above, and the second term

parsmeterizes the hadronic portion of the shower. F is the gamma function.

Eo is the total average energy determined from a gaussisn fit to the data.

The shower origin was fluctuated such that a distribution of such origins is an

exponential decay shown in figure A.1. Here the probability that the shower

starts at an interaction depth of _, measured from the face of the EC EM,

see figure 3.1, is proportional to exp -_ . Note that upstream interactions

were excluded; hence, no showers began prior to the EC EM. Also note that

the shower origin was randomly selected from the distribution of figure A.1

to use in the minimization of the psrameterization. The length of the shower

was also fluctuated by rescs/ing the values of s and t [78]. The rescaling
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was &chieved as follows. First, two quantities were calculated as given in

equation A.2.

9

gl = EI._=I EIo_,Xlo°_"9
l_lo_,.=l EIo,_.,

(A.2)

9

g2 = 9
_"_-iagm'----1Efager

Elow, is the energy in a given layer, .four EC EM layers and five EC IH

layers, determined from 100 gev pion data. Xo is the number of radiation

lengths measured from the face of the EC EM to the end of the given layer

and A is the corresponding number of interaction lengths. Therefore, gl and
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Figure A.2: Distribution of shower length rescaling factors: s) fl, b) f2

g2 are the centroids of the Ionsitudinal shower shape in terms of radiation

and interaction lengths respectively. These two values were determined on

a event by event basis, and distributions were made. These distributions

were then normalized so that the average value of both distributions was 1.0.

These renormalized distributions are shown in figure A.2. Numbers f_ and

f2 were randomly selected from these distributions using, and these numbers

were used to rescale s and t as fo]lows.

, => a'= all1, t _ t'= t/f2 CA.3)

It was determined that these nomalized distributions were energy indepen-

dent. The mean of the normalized distribution did not deviate from unity

by more that 2% when determined from pion data of varying energy. Hence,
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the distributions determined from the 100 GeV data were used in fitting the

other data.

Equation A.2 was numericalJy integrated in the manner indicated by

equation A.4.

N

E_O.,.,_,,._d (dE_ _' ' dE, (t,)At,) (A.4)= + ' '
i=1

Here Aa_ and At_ are respectively the radiation and interaction lengths of

one plate of absorber material and two gaps of active material except in the

first interval of IH layers one through four where additional length was added

to account for stainless steal plates found in front of each of the layers just

mentioned. N is the number of intervals in each layer, N = 2, 2, 6, 8, 15, 15,

15, 15, 13 corresponding to the nine layers of the Load One. a_ and t_ are

determined at the center of each of the intervals.

So, the procedure is to select a shower origin, select rescaling factors, and

calculated the energy per layer. This is repeated a few thousand times. An

average parameterized energy is then calculated for each layer. An average

energy per layer is a/so calculated from the data which was cut to exclude

upstream interactions. The fo]]owing value is calculated and minimized by

MINUIT.

9

[ _data _rarneterization 2
k_'io_, - "-'io_, ) /_'io_,/e_'°m''''''°''°" (A.5)vat Z..,

iallcr= l
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Figure A.3: Values of the parameters A, C and D as a function of energy

Table A.I: Fitted parameters at various energies

Energy(GeV) A B C D W
50 1.44 0.110(0.006) 5.31 2.18(0.08)0.69(0.02)
75 1.61 0.11(-) 6.86 2.48(0.04) 0.69(-)

I00 1.80 0.110(0.003) 9.96 3.47(0.08) 0.70(0.01)
125 1.90(0.02) 0.11(-) 14.5 4.95(0.05) 0.69(-)

The above procedure was done separately for the 50, 75, 100, and 125 GeV

pion data runs. The results are given in figure A.3 and table A.I. After

completing the 50 and 100 GeV fits, it was seen that the parameters b and w

were constant within errors. Therefore, these parameters were fixed in the fit

of the 75 and 125 GeV data, where good fits were obtained. The errors from

the fit greater than 1% are indicated in parenthesis in table A.I. An energy

dependent parameterization for parameters A, C, and D was determined by
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Table A.2: Parameter = CI + C2 × E + C3 x E 2 + C4 x E 3

Parameter CI C2 x 103 C3 × 10s C4 x 10z error
A 1.18 3.13 5.44 -2.67 ±0.01
B 0.110 - - - ±0.005
C 6.025 -59.7 83.1 15.0 ± 0.0001
D 4.75 -104.0 119.0 -27.7 ±0.054
W 0.690 - - - ±0.015

fitting a third degree polynomial to the paxmmeters as functions of energy,

as seen in figure A.3. A general paxmmeterization of the Load One data is

presented in table A.2. Energy E is in units of GeV, and the error is the

overall error for each parameter.

The energy deposited per interaction length for each of the nine layers

and for each of the four energies is shown in figure A.4. The open circles

connected by a line axe the data, aa_dthe asterisk axe the paxsaneterization.

There is good agreement between the data and the paxmmeterization. The

shower reaches its maximum dE/dA in EM layer four. Note that the value

of dE/dA for the last IH layer for 50 GeV pions drops below the value one

on the log scale; the values axe 0.77 GeV per unit interaction length for the

data and 0.85 GeV per unit interaction length for the paxmmeterization.

A simulation was done using the paxmmeterization. The paxmmeters fitted

to the pion data were taken and used in equation A.2 to generate _events'. A

shower origin was randomly selected as before. Also shower length rescaling

factors were randomly selected as previously discussed. Then equation A.2
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Figure A.4: Longitudinal development of hadronic shower

was integrated to give the energy for each of the layers. If the layer was

upstream of the shower origin, it received an energy of zero. Sampling fluc-

tuations were introduced by smearing separately the electromagnetic and

hadronic energies in each of the layers according to Gaussian distributions

wit_ sigmas of 0.I 7/_ and 0.59/_ respectively. Here E_ is the hadronic

or electromagnetic energy of the jth interval of layer i. The 0.17 and 0.59

constants along with a cutoff of 77.2 adc counts (0.303 GeV) for E_ were

chosen to reproduce the total energy resolution of the 100 GeV pion data.

If E_ is less than the cutoff then the energy is not smeared. The resolution

was most strongly dependent on the cutoff which needed to be set lower in

simulating data at lower energies. The electromagnetic fraction of the shower
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Figure A.5: IH layer one: comparison of data and parameterization

was also fluctuated by randomly selecting the value of the w parameter such

that the distribution of selected w's is A gAussian distribution with a mean

equal to the fitted value of w from MINUIT. The width of this distribution

of w's was selected to give the best visual comparison to the data. A sigma

of 0.2 for I00 GeV pions was used. The introduction of these fluctuations

into the parameterization introduced less than Apercent change in the mean

total energy and no more that A 3% change in the mean energy in some of

the layers with the largest deposits of enersy. The parameterization and the

actual data for 100 GeV pions are compared in figures A.5 and A.6 for IH

layers one and two, respectively, near the shower maximum.

The parametenzation reproduces the data well in the mean energy de-

posited in the various layers of the Load One configuration and, with the
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Figure A.6: IH layer two: comparison of data and p&rameterization

various fluctuations introduced, gives good agreement in the distribution of

energy in the layers. AlJo with these fluctuations, the energy resolution was

reproduced.
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